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Overview
This thesis is focused on the potent cyanobacterial neurotoxins anatoxin-a (AN), its
methyl analogue homoanatoxin-a (HMAN) and their non-toxic dihydro- and epoxy
degradation products. In commencing the investigation into this area a literature review
was performed in order to identify areas where more research and method development
was required (Chapter 1). The review highlighted the fact that although a number of
analytical methods had been developed for the analysis of AN, there were few methods
for the determination of its potent homologue HMAN and their non-toxic degradation
products. As these neurotoxins degrade quickly it is important to monitor their
degradation products, particularly if there has been a suspected toxic incident.
The first experimental study combined the information from a nano electrospray hybrid
quadrupole time-of-flight (QqTOF) mass spectrometer and a quadrupole ion-trap (QIT)
mass spectrometer in order to elucidate the fragmentation patterns of the six anatoxins
and to confirm formulae assignments for major product ions (Chapter 2). Using these
complimentary instruments, comparisons between the spectra of compounds that differ
in side-chain length (the AN and HMAN series) were used to identify ions that are
characteristic of the homologues. From this information, a new liquid chromatographymultiple tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS") method was developed for the
determination of the six anatoxins and applied to environmental and forensic samples.
One of the main problems encountered in the method development of anatoxins has
been the lack of availability of standards. AN may be purchased but is expensive and
certified reference material is not available, HMAN has to be isolated and the
degradation products need to be synthesised from the parent compound. Preliminary
studies were undertaken to develop a simple route to synthesise (+/-)-AN, that in turn
could be adapted to synthesise HMAN and other analogues as well as an internal
standard. It is also envisaged that this synthetic route may also be modified to obtain
(-i-)-AN in large enough quantities to allow future research into toxicological activity.
While still in the early stages the proposed route offers promise in terms of both cost
and yield.
During these research studies, the misidentification of AN in a sample from a young
man that died mysteriously after being in contact with cyanobacteria highlighted a new
problem with the analysis of AN. In addition to difficulties in detecting this toxin due to
its rapid decay, detection of AN using single quadrupole mass spectrometry is
questionable due to the presence of the amino acid, phenylalanine (Phe). These

compounds are isobaric and elute similarly in reversed phase liquid chromatography.
Another incident in France was also reported where the presence of Phe prevented the
quantitation of AN in a forensic sample taken from a dead dog. Consequently, chapter 3
looked at approaches to prevent the misidentification of AN including, (a) fluorimetric
liquid chromatography (LC-FLD) following derivatisation using 4-fluoro-7-nitro-2,l,3benzoxadiazole (NBD-F); (b) methylation using diazomethane prior to liquid
chromatography single stage MS (LC-MS) determination; (c) LC-MS" using a QIT and
(d) high resolution MS using a QqTOF. Interference from Phe was not observed in any
of procedures, (a) - (c), and the high mass aecuraey obtained in method (d), readily
distinguished between the two compounds.
MS" was also employed to study the fragmentation pathway of Phe provide
characteristic fragmentation information that clearly distinguished between AN and Phe.
The difficulties associated with the over reliance on low resolution MS data in forensic
toxicology were highlighted and this led to the development of a sensitive liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method on a triple
quadrupole (QqQ) mass spectrometer, operating in multiple reaction monitoring
(MRM) mode. Using the optimised conditions and the structural information obtained
from LC-MS", chromatographic separation was achieved and precursor/product ion
pairs were chosen to prevent misidentification of AN and Phe. During this time samples
from another canine fatality were obtained and AN was identified upon analysis of the
stomaeh contents. Phe was also present in this sample but by optimising the parameters
it did not interfere with quantitation.
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Chapter 1

1.0

Literature review for the cyanobacterial neurotoxins, the anatoxins

1.1

Introduction to cyanobacterial toxins

1.1.1

Cyanobacteria

Cyanobacteria are one of the oldest forms of life on earth. Fossil records show they
existed 3.5 billion years ago [1]. They were the first organisms to carry out oxygenic
photosynthesis and played a major part in the oxygenation of air. Cyanobacteria may
also be referred to as myxophyceans, cyanophyceans, cyanophytes or cyanoprokaryotes
but are more commonly called blue-green algae due to the turquoise colouring of most
blooms and the similarity between microbes and true algae [1]. They are a primitive
group sharing properties of both bacteria and plants [2]. While cyanobacteria have a cell
wall similar to those of gram-negative bacteria, they lack a nucleus and like plants are
capable of producing oxygen. Due to the presence of chlorophyll-a and other
photosynthesis pigments called phycobilins, these organisms can undergo rapid growth
under favourable environmental conditions. Special nitrogen fixing heterocysts may be
found in some filamentous genera and most species have gas vacuoles, which control
their position in the water column [3].
The essential environmental conditions required for cyanobacterial growth are sunlight
and the nutrients, phosphorus and nitrogen. Other factors that favour bloom formation
include water temperature at 15-30

and pH greater than 6. Population diversity and

density are also influenced by physical factors such as the size of the water body, water
stratification and depth of light penetration [4]. In recent years, run-offs from farms,
industrial and domestic water supplies containing high concentrations of fertilisers and
detergents have altered the chemistry of many water supplies, increasing the
concentration of nitrogen and phosphorus. The elevated levels of these nutrients
promote cyanobacterial growth. Eutrophication is thought to be the primary cause for
the escalation in the worldwide occurrence of cyanobacterial blooms but it is not solely
responsible for the existence and dominance of cyanobacteria as many blooms pre-date
intensive agriculture and high populations. Blooms can be aggravated by nutrient inputs
from agricultural, industrial and domestic run-off but some dominant blooms have
occurred in the least polluted areas.
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Fig. 1.1 Different species of Anabaena A) A. constricta, B) A. planctonica and C) A. flos-aquae. Adapted
from Haider et al. [3]

Cyanobacteria grow as single cells either in colonies or in filaments. When observed
with the naked eye, cyanobacteria appear to be non-filamentous and are often regarded
as a green, blue or blue-green “scum” and sometimes described as having the
appearance of paint on or under the surface of the water. The blue pigment, giving rise
to the name cyanobacteria, begins to become evident as the algal cells start to
deteriorate [5]. There is a wide variety of cyanobacteria, according to current taxonomy,
150 genera with about 2000 species have been identified. At least 40 are known to be
toxigenic [6]. Different genera vary widely in structure, but the organisms of a given
genus tend to have the same structural characteristics that can be used for tentative
identification [5] (Fig. 1.1).
Cyanobacteria have been found in almost any environment ranging from hot springs to
Antarctic soils (Table: 1.1). They are unpredictable both in occurrence and duration.
The gas vesicles that facilitate buoyancy can lead to the accumulation of cells at the
water surface to form heavy scums. When calm conditions prevail the buoyant cells rise
to the surface within a few hours forming a dense bloom. The cells are often
concentrated at the leeward end of the lake under a gentle breeze (Fig. 1.2).
Cyanobacterial blooms can persist in mild climates for several weeks or may be
dispersed in a couple of hours if the weather conditions change [7].
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Fig. 1.2 Stages of cyanobacteria! growth; A) algae begins to rise to the surface of the water, B) algae
concentrates to form a green mass, C) algae is blown towards the leeward shore (Courtesy of Dr Simon
Mitrovic).

Table: 1.1 Geographical reports of toxic cyanobacterial blooms, scums or mats (from Codd et al. [8])
Europe

Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine,
United Kingdom

America

Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Mexico, USA (27 states),
Venezuela

Middle East
and Asia

Bangladesh, India, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Malaysia, Nepal, Peoples’ Republic of
China, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, South Korea, Thailand, Turkey,
Vietnam

Australasia

Australia (New South
Caledonia, New Zealand

Africa

Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Morocco, South Africa, Zimbabwe

Oceanic

Atlantic Ocean, Baltic Sea, Caribbean Sea, Indian Ocean

Antartica

McMurdo Ice Shelf

1.1.2

Wales,

Queensland,

Tasmania,

Victoria), New

Cyanobacterial toxins

Toxicity of cyanobacterial blooms is difficult to assess since both toxic and non-toxic
strains of a single species can be found within a bloom and toxicity can vary within and
between blooms [9]. Toxin producing and non toxin producing strains that exist among
the same species cannot be distinguished by microscopy. Toxin production of the strains
also varies, in the laboratory, it has been found that some strains are high producers and
others may produce consistently less toxin [10]. Toxic cyanobacterial populations have
been reported in freshwaters in over 45 countries and in numerous brackish, coastal and

marine environments. Cyanobacterial toxins are a diverse group of natural toxins, both
chemically and toxicologically. They are usually classified according to the
physiological systems, organs, tissues or cells that are mainly affected [8].

1.1.2.1

Neurotoxins

Cyanobacterial neurotoxins block neurotransmission. In mouse bioassays, symptoms of
neurotoxin poisoning include tremors, convulsions, muscle fasciculations and death due
respiratory arrest occurs within 30 min. There are no apparent sign of organ damage
visible by autopsy [10]. Three neurotoxins have been studied in detail:
a) Anatoxin-a (AN) and homoanatoxin-a (HMAN) (discussed in section 1.3)
b) Anatoxin-a(s) (Fig. 1.3A)
c) Saxitoxins also known as PSP toxins (Fig. 1.3B)

+

NH2Cr

Fig. 1.3 Structure of A) anatoxin-a(s) and B) general structure of the saxitoxins

1.1.2.2

Hepatotoxins

Hepatotoxins from cyanobacteria include the cyclic heptapeptides; microcystins (Fig.
1.4A), of which over 70 structural variants are recorded and the cyclic pentapeptide,
nodularins (Fig. 1.4B), of which 6 variants are known [8]. High amounts of
microcystins or nodularins cause blood to pool in the liver, leading to haemorrhagic
shock in affected animals. Long term exposure to lower levels has been linked with
tumour growth [11]. In mouse bioassays, symptoms of hepatotoxic poisoning include
vomiting, diarrhoea, weakness, heavy respiration and recumbency [12].

Cylindrospermopsin (Fig. 1.4C) is another hepatotoxin but is completely different from
microcystins and nodularins both chemically and physiologically. This toxin is a
guanidine alkaloid inhibitor of protein synthesis that causes widespread necrotic injury
in mammals. Initially, this toxin affects the liver but gradually affects the kidneys,
spleen, thymus and in some animals the heart. It is also genotoxic and can cause
chromosome loss and DNA strand breakage [8].

O

O

Fig. 1.4 General structures of A) microcystins, B) nodularin and C) cylindrospermopsin

1.1.2.3

Irritants and gastrointestinal toxins

Irritant and gastrointestinal cyanobacterial toxins have not been studied in much detail.
Alpysiatoxin, debromoalpysiatoxin and lynbyatoxin produced by marine cyanobacteria
cause skin irritation and are tumour promoters, while lipopolysaccharide endotoxins
(LPS) may contribute to inflammatory and gastrointestinal incidents [8].

Table: 1.2 LD50 Mouse toxicity values by intraperitoneal injection (i.p.) for cyanobacterial toxins

1.1.3

Cyanobacterial toxin

Mouse toxicity LD50 (i.p.)
(Pg/kg)

Reference

Anatoxin-a
Homoanatoxin-a
Anatoxin-a(s)
Saxitoxin
Microcystin
Nodularin
Cylindrospermopsin

200-250
200-250

[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]

20
10
50-100
50

2100

[11]
[14]
[12]

Drinking water legislation

The amount of information obtained from cyanobacterial intoxication incidents greatly
varies. Data on concentrations of cells and toxins to which the victim was exposed and
on the dose actually received are almost always lacking. As a result assessment of the
risks to humans depend heavily on animal studies, from which quantitative estimates of
the hazards to humans must be extrapolated. Drinking water estimates of the tolerable
daily intake (TDI) for some cyanobacterial toxins have been made and can be used to
calculate a guideline value for drinking water.

TDI - NOAEL or LOAEL
Uncertainty Factors

GV = TDI X Body Weight x AF
C

Quantitative animal oral dosing experiments to estimate a no-observable-adverse-effect
level (NOAEL) or a lowest-observed-adverse-effect-level (LOAEL) have been carried
out for microcystins, anatoxin-a and cylindrospermopsin [8]. The guideline value (GV;
pg/L) can be used in formulating risk management strategies where AF is an allocation
factor that accounts for some oral exposure to be via food or dietery supplements and C

is the drinking water consumption per day. The GV values for microcystins is 0.96 pg/L
and 0.81 pg/L for cylindrospermopsin. The database was considered insufficient by the
WHO to calculate the TDI and hence the GV for anatoxin-a. Astrachan and Archer
carried out a mouse oral trial that gave a GV of approximately 12 pg/L, while a
preliminary 28-day repeat sublethal oral dosing study with mice gave a GV for AN of 1
pg/L that would provide a safety margin of about three orders of magnitude [15-17].
However, there is a need for a longer study to be performed with (+)-AN to adequately
assess any effects from long term exposure to sub-acute doses. There is also the need to
look into the synergistic effects of the cyanobacterial toxins. The effects of multiple
dosing, sequential and simultaneous contact with cyanotoxins of different classes or in
conjuction with other toxins e.g. pesticides, need to be investigated [17]. Caution must
be taken when extrapolating results on mice to the expected results on humans, as it has
been found that different species have different susceptibilities with the oral minimal
lethal dose for ducks and calves being about a quarter of that for mice and rats [18].

Irish council
pays out for
dog deaths
by Jan Battles
A WOMAN whose j>cls were
poisoned by toxic algae in a
lake last year ha.s won compen
sation from the local council,
which a court la.si week ruled
was responsible for their
deaths.
Tipperary North Riding
county council was ordered by
Nenagh district court to pay
£3,424 to Emcr ODonncl!
from Castleconncll. Co Lim
erick, whose two sevcn-monihold dog.s died shortly after
playing along the shore of
Lough Derg in June 1996 The
sum included £370 for the
value of the dogs, £1,700 for
loss of potential earnings from
breeding, £500 for distress and
co.sLs of £743.
O’Doiuicll broke with her
regulai routine lo lake the dog.s
to Castlclough buy on the pic
turesque lake. She allowed her
seven-year-old dog and two
seven-monlh-o!d puppies lo
splash about at the water's
^ge. Two hours later the pup
pies, who had eaten green algae
blooming on the shore, were
dead.
O'Donnell got a red rash on
her arms and legs after going
into the water lo rescue the
dogs. Sign.s warning that the

water was unfit for bathing
were not m place.
Postmortems on the puppie.s
revealed traces of bluc-grccn
algae, which can relea.se toxins,
in their stomachs. One of the
dead pups was also found lo
have algae m its lungs.
Toxicology tests of water
samples curried out by Dr
Kevin James, a Cork chemist,
revealed the presence of a poi
son which normally comes
from blue-green algae.
O'Donnell said she sued the
council for negligence in Oct
ober 19% after council of
ficials “failed to retum 12
calls".
She said: “I had no choice
but to take legal action. I had
gone to the trouble of in
vestigating what happened, and
hud incurred costs for tests
which showed there was some
thing wrong with ihe water. All
I wanted was lo have iny bills
paid and the cost of my dog.s
repaid."
Two weeks ago O’Donnell
said the council informed her it
would not settle the case and
was not prepared to negotiate.
Justice John Neilan held that
the defendant was guilty of
negligence and of a breach of
statutory duty and trust.
The council has appealed
against the verdict.

Fig. 1.5 Newspaper clipping regarding anatoxin intoxications in Ireland taken from the Sunday Times 14*'’
December 1997.

1.2

Objectives

The main aim of this literature review is to provide a summary of the analytical
information available on the cyanobacterial neurotoxins, the anatoxins. This chapter will
also identify the areas where further research and method development for the anatoxins
is needed.

1.3

Cyanobacterial neurotoxins - the anatoxins

CH3

C2H5

Fig. 1.6 Structures of A) anatoxin-a (AN) and B) homoanatoxin-a (HMAN)

1.3.1

Anatoxin-a

AN is produced by various species of cyanobacteria including Anahaena, Planktothrix
(formerly Oscillatoria), Aphanizomenon, Cylindrospermum and Microcystis spp. AN
was the earliest cyanobacterial toxin to be chemically and functionally characterised.
AN was first detected from a bloom of Anahaena flos-aquae in the 1960’s [19] and due
to its potency was originally called Very Fast Death Factor (VFDF). Initial studies
indicated that the toxin was a low molecular weight amine possibly possessing an enone
system. Devlin et al.

subsequently isolated and determined AN (2-acetyl-9-

azabicyclo[4.2.1]non-2-ene) to be a bicyclic secondary amine incorporating an a,{3unsaturated ketone moiety [20] (Fig. 1.6A). The structure was later confirmed by x-ray
crystallography [21].
AN fits geometric models of nicotinic agonists. Existing primarily with the sevenmembered ring in the twist-chair conformation, the s-cis enone conformation is
favoured 3:1 over the s-trans conformation because of less steric crowding [22]. The scis conformation is considered to be the preferred agonist conformation as the distance
between the nitrogen and the carbonyl oxygen is 6.0 A, which compares well with
acetylcholine (ACh) where the distance from the nitrogen to the carbonyl oxygen is 5.9

A [23] (Fig. 1.7).

10

(+) Anatoxin-a
(s-cis)

Acetylcholine

Fig. 1.7 Comparison of the structures of s-cis-(+)-AN and ACh from Swanson et al. [23]

Clinical signs of toxicosis in mice, rats and calves follow a sequence of muscle
fasciculations, decreased movement, collapse, exaggerated abdominal breathing,
cyanosis, convulsions and death. The LD50 mouse (i.p.) is 200-250 pg/kg body weight,
with a survival time of less than 30 min. The lethal oral dose is much higher though
toxicity is still high enough that animals need to ingest just a few millilitres to a few
litres of the toxic surface water to receive a lethal amount [18,24]. Field reports of
toxicosis for wild and domestic animals describe staggering, muscle fasciculations,
gasping, convulsions and opisthotonus in birds (s-shaped neck). Death by respiratory
arrest occurs within minutes to a few hours, depending on species, dosage and prior
food consumption [25]. No specific internal lesions are evident in animals poisoned by
anatoxins, although congestion of the brain, spinal cord and meniges may occur and the
lungs may be filled with a frothy fluid [9,26].
No chemical antidote exists for AN intoxication. Artificial respiration has been used in
one case with partial success [18]. Beasley et al. reported a dose dependant reversal of
AN toxicosis in laboratory rats given artificial respiration, suggesting that animals given
a prolonged artificial respiration in conjunction with activated charcoal would recover
[5]. Although the potent behaviour of AN is apparent, there has been ambiguity
regarding the effects of sub-acute doses on man. Astrachan and Archer examined the
sub-acute effects of AN on rats and did not find any toxic signs in doses less than those
producing acute effects [15]. Later Fawell et al. undertook a study on mice to
investigate sub-acute effects and concluded that recovery from a single sub-lethal dose
is rapid and repeated sub-lethal oral administration over 28 days did not produce any
11

evidence of toxicity [16]. However, there is a need for a study to be performed over a
longer time period.

1.3.2

Homoanatoxin- a

In 1992, a methylene analogue of AN, HMAN was isolated from Oscillatoria formosa
by

Skulberg

et

al.

[27].

Its

systematic

name

is

(propan-l-oxo-l-yl)-9-

azabicyclo[4.2.1]non-2-ene (Fig. 1.6B). HMAN was synthesised by Wonnacott et al.
[28] who reported signs of poisoning in mice similar to those observed with AN such as
paralysis, convulsions and death by respiratory arrest. Like AN, it is a potent
neuromuscular blocking agent with an LD50 of 250 pg/kg (i.p.). HMAN enhances the
release of ACh from peripheral cholinergic nerves through opening of endrogenous
voltage dependent neuronal L-type calcium channels [29-30].

1.3.3

Anatoxin-a analogues

Blooms sampled in western Canada in the 1970’s identified other anatoxins in strains of
Anabanea flos-aquae. The toxins were characterised according to signs of poisoning,
survival times and LD90 (i.p.) produced by lyophilised axenic clones. Pending detailed
investigations and using comparisons with the known signs for AN poisonings they
were named AN-a(s), AN-b, AN-b(s), AN-c and AN-d [31]. AN-a(s) demonstrated
similar signs of poisoning as AN but also produced salivation. AN-b did not produce the
same opisthotonous in avian species as AN but its survival time in mice, rats and chicks
was similar to AN. AN-b(s) was similar to AN-b but also produced salivation. AN-c
had an LD90 (i.p.) equal to 60 but with a survival time of 1-2 hrs, significantly longer
than the other anatoxins. There was some symptoms common to microcystins and it is
possible that there may be some similarity. AN-d had an LD90 (i.p.) equal to 10, which
is

6

times more potent than AN-a, AN-b or AN-c. It produces severe salivation and

lachrymation in mice, rats and chicks and in rats it also produces chromodacyrorrhea
(bloody tears).
Of the five toxic strains identified in Canada those that produced AN-b, AN-b(s) and
AN-c have lost toxicity while AN-d has moved to produce a peptide hepatotoxin [25].
AN-a(s) has been structurally elucidated as a unique N-hydroxyguanidine methyl
phosphate ester [32]. Although AN and AN-a(s) have common toxicological symptoms
they are not only chemically but physiologically different.

AN-a(s) is an
12

acetylcholinesterase inhibitor with an LD50 of approximately 50 pg/kg bw (i.p. mouse).
By impeding acetylcholinesterase from breaking down ACh, it ensures that the
acetylcholine remains continuously available to over-stimulate muscle cells [32-35].

1.3.4

Toxicological activity of anatoxin-a and homoanatoxin-a

AN and HMAN are potent, postsynaptic, depolarising, neuromuscular blocking agents
that affect both the nicotinic and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors at the acetylcholine
channel [24,29-30,36-37], Aronstram et al. showed that the toxin binds to the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors of Torpedo electric tissue with high affinity and at muscarinic
acetylcholine receptors of rat brain with low affinity and regional selectivity [38]. The
protonated form (+)-AN is predominant at physiological pH and has the greater affinity.
This enantiomer has been shown to be about 20 times more potent as a nicotinic agonist
than acetylcholine [16].
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Fig. 1.8 Illustrations of the neurotoxicological activity of AN and HMAN [37].

When acetylcholine is released by nerve cells that impinge on muscle cells, it connects
to receptor molecules containing both a neurotransmitter binding site and an ion channel
that spans the cell membrane. As acetylcholine attaches to the receptors, the channel
opens, triggering the ionic movement that induces muscle cells to contract. The channel
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then closes, and the receptors prepare themselves to respond to new signals. In the
meantime the enzyme, acetylcholinesterase, degrades the acetylcholine and prevents
over stimulation of the muscle cells. AN and HMAN are lethal because they cannot be
degraded by acetylcholinesterase or by any other enzyme in eukaryotic cells and remain
available to overstimulate the muscle (Fig. 1.8) [1]. Death occurs within a few minutes
to a few hours depending on the species and the amount of food in the stomach
[5,25,27].

1.3.5

Anatoxin degradation

1.3.5.1 Degradation products
Cyanobacterial growth is a natural occurrence and a full satisfactory explanation of the
factors responsible for the unpredictable occurrence and toxicity of blooms has still not
been achieved. Cyanobacterial culture studies and reported observations of natural
blooms have shown that differences in cyanobacterial composition and toxicity are
dependent on environmental factors, such as light, temperature, pH and nutrients [39]
and physical factors such as buoyancy of the algae, prevailing weather conditions and
water currents. These variables along with the age of the cells, their tendency to lyse
and release toxins, bacterial effects, decomposition and detoxification mechanisms help
to explain why poisonous cyanobacterial blooms tend to occur in such an erratic and
unpredictable fashion [31,40].
AN degrades readily, especially in sunlight and at high pH, to non-toxic degradation
products [41] (Fig. 1.9). The stable non-toxic alkaloid dihydro-AN was identified from
a mature bloom of Anahaena flos-aquae [42]. A sample analysed shortly after a toxic
incident tested positive by GC-MS for the presence of AN, while a sample that had been
frozen and analysed later was found to contain only trace amounts of AN and significant
quantities of dihydro-AN. Dihydro-AN was found to be non-toxic by mouse bioassay.
This investigation concluded that AN tends to disappear along with the toxicity within a
few days of the event to a non-toxic degradation product thus complicating diagnosis
[40,42]. Epoxy-AN, another non-toxic metabolite of AN, has also been identified from
various blooms [43].
A HMAN derivative, 4-hydroxy-HMAN was identified in a strain of Raphidiopsis
mediterranea [44]. The dihydro- and epoxy-HMAN degradation products have not been
14

reported in nature. This may be due to the fact that LC-UV has been used for the
majority of AN and HMAN studies and this method fails to identify the dihydro- and
epoxy- degradation products as they do not possess the unsaturated ketone moiety.

R

R

Fig. 1.9 Structures of the A) dihydro- and B) epoxy- degradation products,

1.3.5.2 Detoxiflcation studies
Stevens and Krieger performed an extensive study aimed at identifying natural routes of
AN detoxification and determining factors that affect the rates of these processes [45].
Four routes were explored as natural methods for AN detoxification;
i)

Dilution

ii)

Adsorption

iii)

Photolysis

iv)

Non-photochemical degradation

Light and alkaline pH caused rapid degradation of AN with a half-life of 1-2 hours.
Analysis of products by gas chromatography/chemical ionisation mass spectrometry
(GC-CIMS) showed many products of photolysis with a molecular weight of 165, the
same as AN, 179 (AN + 14) and 181 (AN + 16). Copper sulphate addition to
cyanobacterial blooms has been frequently used resulting in temporary high surface
copper concentrations in the water, lysing of cells and releasing of toxins [5,46]. The
study by Stevens and Krieger compared detoxification using copper and iron and found
that the rate of AN loss was greatest with Cu

containing solutions. Rapala et al.

investigated the biodegradability of microcystins and AN and concluded that micro
organisms, sediments, light, pH and high copper levels played a significant role in the
degradation of cyanobacterial toxins in nature [47].
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1.4

Occurrence and toxie incidents involving anatoxins

In Canada, between June 1961 and August 1975, AN poisoning occurred in six
locations. While Anahaena flos-aquae was found to be the predominant bloom in each
case, six different neurotoxins were reported AN, AN-b, AN-c, AN-d, AN-a(s) and ANb(s) [24]. While the earliest detection of AN poisoning was recorded in Canada [19], the
majority of reported occurrences and toxic incidents have occurred in Europe.
In Scotland, Richards et al. (1981-1982) found cyanobacteria from several lakes to be
toxic by mouse bioassay (i.p.). A toxic extract that produced AN-c symptoms was
identified in Microcystis aeruginosa bloom samples [48]. The first case of AN in
benthic cyanobacteria was also reported in Scotland by Edwards et al. [49]. The
neurotoxic bloom consisted mainly of Planktothrix species and was associated with
three canine fatalities in July 1990 and one in 1991. AN was identified in the stomach
contents of the 1991 fatality [50]. In Finland, Sivonen et al. performed the first survey
of cyanobacterial blooms from 1985 to 1987 and found 13 out of 30 bloom samples
contained AN. Toxic content varied from 12 to 4360 pg/g freeze-dried material [51].
During this study a number of cattle poisonings associated with Anahanea blooms
occurred [52]. Anabaena was the most common species present in all AN blooms,
followed by Gomphosphaeria, Microcystis, Aphanizomenon and Planktothrix. Ojanpera
et al. also detected AN in algal blooms in Finland [53]. The first identification of
HMAN was made from a Planktothrix formosa strain from a Scandinavian eutrophic
lake [27]. Between 1989 and 1991 Skulberg et al. performed a widespread survey of
lakes in Norway and six out of sixty four samples tested positive for AN [54].
In Italy, between 1987 and 1990, AN was identified in Anabaena planctonica found in
three lakes connected to a reservoir that supplied drinking water to a city in Sardinia
[55]. AN was also found in a fishing pond in the north of the country with an estimated
concentration of 12 pg/g [56]. The first identification of AN in Ireland was reported by
James et al. and was implicated as the causative agent in incidents of fatal canine
neurotoxicosis. AN was found in Anabaena and benthic species in concentrations
ranging from 2 to 444 pg/g [57]. HMAN in Ireland was later reported by Furey et al.
[58]. The AN homologue was identified in 4 out of 20 lakes in concentrations ranging
from 1.4 to 34 pg/L. The species involved were Anabaena, Microcystis and
Planktothrix. A screening programme, carried out in Germany (1995 to 1997), tested 80
water bodies [59]. 22% of samples contained AN and the highest concentration found
was 13 pg/L. Recently AN was reported in France from benthic Phormidium favosum
16

associated with the rapid deaths of dogs. However, due to the presence of Phe in the dog
samples quantitation was not possible [60-61].
The anatoxins have also been found a number of times outside of Europe. In October
1981, a toxic Anahaena bloom from Black Lake, Idaho, containing 2500 pg/g AN,
resulted in the deaths of 11 cows and 2 dogs [62]. Anabaena flos-aquae collected in
July 1991 from a lake in Montana was found to contain AN producing clones in two out
of twenty three samples [63]. While no intoxications were reported during this study
there have been previous accounts of cattle and wildlife deaths in the area. In Japan,
Park et al reported the first detection of AN and its degradation product epoxy-AN
[64]. This was also the first study to show Microcystis producing both AN and
microcystins. AN concentrations ranged from 0.4 to 16 pg/g and the dominant species
were Anabanea and Planktothrix. Additionally, AN, HMAN and a new HMAN
derivative were simultaneously isolated from Raphidiopsis mediterranea [44]. From
2.07 g of dried cells, 11.8 mg HMAN, 0.8 mg AN and 1.3 mg hydroxyHMAN were
extracted. It has also been suggested that cyanobacterial mats at hot springs on the shore
of an alkaline lake in Kenya contributed to the death of Lesser Flamingos [65]. AN was
present in the algae samples (10-18 pg/g), stomach and intestine contents and faecal
pellets (4.34 pg/g). Ballot et al. also identified AN (0-2 pg/g) in two alkaline crater
lakes in Kenya. This was the first study showing Arthrospira fusiformis to be a producer
of AN and microcystins [66]. Although cyanobacterial blooms frequently occur in
Australia and New Zealand, the earliest report of AN poisoning was published in 1998.
Dihydro-AN was identified in New Zealand from a benthic Planktothrix species that
was linked to a number of dog deaths in the Waikanae and Mataura rivers [67]. Table:
1.3 provides a summary of the reported occurrences of the cyanobacterial neurotoxins.
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1.5

Analysis for the anatoxins

The determination and quantification of cyanobacterial toxins are required to provide
understanding of their occurrence and abundance, to enable their toxicities and roles in
waterborne health incidents and to contribute to risk management assessments [17]. The
determination of AN and HMAN in both raw and potable waters poses great analytical
problems due to their low natural concentrations. Forensic investigations of suspected
poisonings are regularly troubled by problems in detecting the parent toxins, in
biological and environmental matrices, due to their rapid decay (half-life less than one
day) [41]. AN and HMAN are readily converted to their non-toxic epoxy- and dihydro
degradation products especially in sunlight and at high pH [41,68]. Another major
impediment in the investigation of suspected anatoxin poisonings is the lack of
availability of AN analogues, especially HMAN and their degradation products, which
are required as standards for confirmation of identity and analytical method
development.

1.5.1

Isolation and extraction techniques

1.5.1.1 Isolation of anatoxin-a
A number of procedures have been developed for the isolation and purification of AN
(Table: 1.4). The toxin was first isolated from Anabaena flos-aquae in 1976 by Devlin
et al. [20]. Three methods for the isolation and enrichment of AN from cultured material
were explored with the most efficient and reliable procedure involving adjustment of the
algae suspension to pH 5 and concentrating it by freeze-drying. The resulting powder
was then extracted with methanol containing dilute HCl. After evaporation the resulting
syrup was extracted with benzene and chloroform and purified by TLC. Astrachan and
Archer developed a simple method to isolate and purify AN in aqueous samples [15].
Clarified media was adjusted to pH 10.5 and passed through a reversed phase column.
The column was then washed with Na2C03 and the toxin eluted with ethanol containing
0.01 M HCl. The eluant volume was reduced, the concentrate extracted with water,
clarified by centrifugation and extracted with hexane. The solution was adjusted to 11,
extracted with chloroform and washed with 1 mM HCl. The toxin was purified on a
silica column.
19

Al-Layl et al. developed a procedure for the sequential extraction and purification of
peptide and alkaloid toxins from Anabaena flos-aquae cells [69]. Both classes of toxins
were extracted from the same 1 g dry weight batch of cells. The supernatants from both
extractions were combined, evaporated and reconstituted in water before being loaded
onto two activated Cis cartridges connected in series. Purification was finalised by
HPTLC. Harada et al. considered four solvents, water, 0.05 M acetic acid-water,
methanol and 0.05 M acetic acid-methanol and found that 0.05 M acetic acid-water
provided the highest recovery [70].
Kimmo Himberg modified the methods of Devlin et al. and Astrachan and Archer [71].
In the isolation of AN from lyophilised algae Astrachan and Archer’s procedure using a
reversed phase column was applied. This was followed by the benzene and chloroform
extraction procedure of Devlin et al. However, for further purification of the toxin,
Himberg used preparative TLC, with fluorescent silica plates, using 1:4 MeOH:CH3Cl.
Zotou employed a single semi-preparative step for the isolation of AN [72]. The
cyanobacterial sample was suspended in acetonitrile/0.005 M KH2PO4 and 0.01 M HCl.
The suspension was mixed, sonicated and centrifuged and the supernatant was filtered
before semi-preparative reversed phase LC. This short procedure offered excellent
recoveries.

Table: 1.4 Isolation methods for AN [40].

Author

Year

Devlin et al.
Astrachan et al.

1976
1981

Al-Layl et al.
Himberg
Harada et al.

1988
1989
1989

Zotou et al.

1993

Chromatographic methods

%
Yield
73
75

Silica TLC
C18, silica column chromatography, silica TLC,
HPLC
C18 Sep-pak cartridges, HPTLC
C18 column chromatography, silica TLC, HPLC
C18 and WCX column chromatography, silica
TLC, Toyopearl HW-40 column chromatography
91-99
Semi-preparative RP-HPLC

Ref.
[20]
[15]
[69]
[71]
[70]

[721

1.5.1.2 Isolation of HMAN
Skulberg et al. isolated HMAN, based on the method of Harada et al. [27,70].
Lyophilised cells were extracted with acidified ethanol, followed by a mixture of
butanol, methanol and acidified water. The combined supernatant volume was reduced
and the aqueous extract was applied to a C18 silica cartridge. Elution was performed
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sequentially with acidified water, methanol/water and methanol. Fraction toxicity was
determined

by

mouse

bioassay.

Purification

was

achieved

using

column

chromatography (Toyopearl HW-column and cyanogen bromide column).

1.5.2

Sample preparation

Efficient sample clean-up and concentration procedures are essential for trace analysis
of anatoxins in water and algae samples. Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is an extraction
method that uses a variety of solid phases and a liquid phase to isolate an analyte from
solution. SPE has taken over from liquid-liquid extraction (LEE) as the technique of
choice for sample clean-up and concentration. Table: 1.5 outlines the SPE methods that
have been employed for AN.

Table: 1.5 SPE methods for AN analysis.

Author
Stevens et al.
Harada et al.
Haugen et al.

James et al.

Takino et al.

Hormazabal
et al.
Gugger et al.

Year
SPE Method
1988 C|8 SPE column conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH >11) loaded, washed with water and acetone,
air dried and eluted with acetone.
1989 Ci8 SPE column conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH 10) loaded, washed with water and
water/methanol, and eluted with methanol.
1994 C|8 SPE column conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH >11) loaded, washed with water and eluted
with methanol.
1996 WCX SPE column conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH 7) loaded, washed with water/methanol, air
dried and eluted with methanol and 0.02% TEA.
1999 Disc (SDB-XD) SPE conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH 10) loaded, washed with water/methanol, air
dried and eluted with methanol and 0.02% formic acid.
2000 LMS SPE column conditioned with methanol and water.
solution A and sample loaded slowly, dried frozen and
eluted with methanol/water.
2005 C|8 SPE column conditioned with methanol and water,
sample (pH <7) loaded, washed with acidified water and
methanol/acidified water and methanol, elution fractions 020% methanol.

Ref.
[62]

[70]

[73]
[74]

[75]
[7677]
[61]
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1.5.3

Methods of analysis

1.5.3.1 Bioassays
The mouse bioassay has regularly been used for cyanobacterial toxicity assessment [5455,63,69,78]. After lysis of cyanobacterial cells, 1 mL of sample is filtered and injected
interperitoneal (i.p.) into a mouse. Convulsions followed by death, due to respiratory
arrest, within 10 min indicates AN poisoning. As a monitoring technique this bioassay
is cumbersome, time consuming, suffers from poor sensitivity (5 pg/mL) and is
ethically questionable [62]. The mouse bioassay also fails to reveal if toxic alkaloids
and peptides are produced by the same natural bloom as death due to the anatoxins is
rapid and is clearly distinguished from the slower acting hepatotoxic peptides [69]. This
assay also fails to detect lower levels of AN, which would be useful in predicting the
onset of a bloom or the decay of AN after a bloom [62].
However, while the mouse bioassay is not suitable for general monitoring programmes
it has been useful in examining the effect of sub-acute doses of AN [15]. A study
reported by Astrachan and Archer showed that AN does not cause apparent toxic signs
in sub-acute doses [16].
Lahti et al. evaluated three bioassays, Artemia salina, luminescent bacteria and
Pseudomonasputida, for the detection of cyanobacterial hepato- and neurotoxins [79].
Comparative assessment of these bioassays illustrated that only the Artemia test
detected the toxicity of microcystins, nodularin and AN. While hepatotoxins caused
larvae death, the presence of AN only affected the ability of the larvae to move forward.
So while this assay may be used as an indicator it offers no quantification.

1.5.3.2 High Performance Thin Layer Chromatography (HPTLC) and TLC
TLC has been used to screen, isolate and purify AN in bloom material [20,70]. It
provides a fast, easy method for screening multiple samples and may be seen as an
alternative to more expensive analytical methods. However, TLC is only semiquantitative and positive samples need to be re-analysed by LC. Al-Layl et al. used
HPTLC to purify and identify AN in cyanobacteria [69]. The Rf value and characteristic
UV spectra of standard AN were used to confirm the presence of AN in algae. Sivonen
et al. applied TLC to semi purify AN (590 mg) from freeze dried A. flos-aquae (16.5 g)
[51]. Kangatharalingam and Priscu scanned 23 clone cultures of A. flos-aquae for AN
22

[63] using TLC to purify AN for use as a reference. Ojanpera et al. used Fast Black K
salt in a derivatising procedure [53] and the limit of detection was estimated to be 10
Hg/g-

1.5.3.3 Liquid chromatography -ultraviolet detection (LC-UV)
Most studies of freshwaters, contaminated by anatoxins, have employed LC-UV [80-81]
because of the strong absorbance (Log 8 4.10) at 227 nm for AN and HMAN due to the
a,P-unsaturated ketone [20]. However, the dihydro- and epoxy- degradation products
are undetectable by UV as they do not possess this unsaturated ketone moiety. Another
drawback with LC-UV is that there can be interferences caused by the sample matrix
[43].
In 1981, as part of a study into the sub-acute effects of AN in rats, the first LC-UV
method for the analysis of AN in cyanobacteria was developed [15]. Sample pre
treatment required a number of liquid-liquid extractions and AN was separated on a
reversed phase column (Spherisorb ODS, 250 x 3 mm, 10 pm) using a mobile phase of
0.01 M HClOVmethanol (30/70) with the overall limit of detection of 0.1 pg/g. Wong et
al., employed both normal phase and Cis reversed phase chromatography for the
determination of AN in water samples. Mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile/water
(80/20) with the Cig column and isopropanol/hexane (80/20) was used for the silica
chromatography [82]. These data were produced from chromatograms that showed very
broad peaks and severe tailing. Harada et al. analysed the three different cell samples
ranging in toxicity from 20-100 ng by reversed phase LC (Cosmosil 5 Cig, 150 x 4.6
mm) [70].
Edwards et al. improved the LC-UV analysis of AN using a column (pBondapak Cig,
300

X

3.9 mm, 10 pm) [49]. Samples were separated by means of a gradient mobile

phase consisting of 0.02 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate (pH 7.5) in acetonitrile that
was linearly increased from 0 to 20% over 30 min at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. This
method was used for the identification of AN in benthic cyanobacteria associated with
dog poisonings at Loch Insh, Scotland. Zotou et al. utilised a reversed phase Cig column
(Hypersil BDS, 150 x 2.1 mm, 5 pm) for the analysis and purification of AN [72].
Mixtures of acetonitrile and phosphate buffer (pH 3) with an ion-pairing reagent,
sodium dodecyl sulphate, were used to separate AN, HMAN and an internal standard,
atropine sulphate. Zotou et al. also developed a method to aid confirmation of AN in
cyanobacteria, involving the derivatisation of AN to N-butyl-AN. However, the
23

derivatisation reaction required 3 hr and 2.5-10 |ag of AN must be present for the
procedure to be successful. The biodegradability and adsorption of AN on lake
sediments were also studied by LC-UV using a column (Develosil ODS-5, 150 x 4.6
mm) [47].

1.5.3.4 Liquid chromatography -fluorescent detection (LC-FLD)
James et al. developed a highly sensitive (detection limit 10 ng/L) fluorimetric LC
method for the simultaneous determination of AN, HMAN and their dihydro- and
epoxy- analogues using the derivatising agent, 4-fluoro-7-nitro-2,l,3-benzoxadiazole
(NBD-F) [57,68,74]. The protocol employs weak cation exchange (WCX) solid phase
extraction (SPE) to clean-up the sample, derivatisation with NBD-F followed by LCFLD analysis. NBD-F enables the derivatisation to be performed quickly (10 min) and
under mild conditions due to its high reactivity with amines. In addition, although NBDF does not fluoresce strongly, highly fluorescent products are formed and, as a result of
the derivatisation reaction, the mixture can be analysed directly by LC-FLD without the
need for a further cleanup step, to remove the excess unreacted reagent. This LC-FLD
procedure proved useful in environmental toxicological analysis of cyanobacteria and
water samples [57-58].
The SPME-LC-FLD method, for monitoring AN in drinking water, developed by
Namera et al. also employed NBD-F as a derivatising agent. The derivatisation of AN
was performed on the SPME fibre after extraction of analytes. This procedure is
somewhat time-consuming and is only suitable for monitoring highly contaminated
samples (LOD = 20 iig/mL) or cultured medium of cyanobacteria [83].

1.5.3.5 Gas Chromatography -Electron Capture Detector (GC-ECD)
Stevens and Krieger applied GC-ECD to the analysis of derivatised AN in water
samples at the ng/mL level [62]. In comparison to the mouse bioassay and LC-UV, this
GC-ECD method offers higher sensitivity (5 ng on-column), which is three orders of
magnitude more sensitive than the mouse bioassay. However, a somewhat complicated
clean-up procedure is required involving Cig SPE, derivatisation with trichloroacetic
anhydride, followed by a second Cig SPE step to remove impurities before analysis by
GC-ECD. An innovation in this method was the use of an internal standard, sec-butyl
nipecotate, for more reproducible quantification. Haugen et al. developed an improved
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GC-ECD method for the analysis of both AN and HMAN, involving a single SPE step
followed by derivatisation with heptafluorobutyric aeid anhydride [73]. A detection
limit of 3 ng/L was reported. The most sensitive GC-ECD method is that of BumkeVogt et al. [84]. AN was derivatised with pentafluorobenzylbromide and the resulting
halogenated molecule was readily detected using ECD detection, with an overall limit
of detection of 2.5 pg. The internal standard 3-7r-perazinobenzotrifluoride (PBTF) was
used to monitor recoveries. This method was also used for the detection of dihydro-AN
in laboratory cultures.

1.5.3.6 Gas Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS)
The sensitivity of analytical detection of anatoxins by GC-MS is considerably enhanced
by derivatisation. Derivatisation ensures:
i)

increased volatility of the sample,

ii)

reduced thermal degradation of the sample by increased thermal stability,

iii)

potential increased detector response,

iv)

an increase in the overall molecular weight, resulting in higher parent ion and a
more elaborate fragmentation pattern [40].

While derivatisation has the advantage of enhancing sensitivity it can be time
consuming. Several methods based on the derivatisation of anatoxins, prior to GC-MS
have been developed for a range of anatoxins [51,55,59,62,68,72-73]. AN has been
successfully analysed as its acetyl derivative by a number of research groups. Devlin et
al. first synthesised the N-acetyl derivative of AN and confirmed its structure by IR and
NMR analysis [20]. Smith and Lewis, performed the N-acetylation of a water extract
and detected three compounds; N-acetyl-AN, N-acetyl dihydro-AN and an N-acetyl
derivative of an uncharacterised amine [42]. After N-acetyl derivatisation, Himberg
used an SPE method for sample clean-up [71]. No recoveries were reported for this SPE
method, but a detection limit of 1 pg/L water or 5 pg/g algae was found.
Ross et al. examined several derivatising reagents that reacted with the amine functional
group of AN [85]. The derivatives included, acetyl, trimethylsilyl, p-bromobenzoyl,
trifluoroacetyl, heptafluorobutyryl and t-butyldimethylsilyl with the latter being chosen
for its favourable GC characteristics. Ross also evaluated a number of different mass
spectrometric techniques to observe the most effective method for rapid and sensitive
analysis. Desorption chemical ionisation MS (DCl/MS) was found to be a simple, rapid
method with a good detection limit (10 ng/L). Recently, SPME GC-MS method has
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been developed for the analysis of AN in aqueous samples with a detection limit of 11
ng/mL but with a long extraction time, 30 min per sample, this method is time
consuming [86].

1.5.3.7 Liquid Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS)
Thermospray (TSP) LC-MS was applied by Harada et al. to determine AN and epoxyAN [43]. An internal standard, acetyltropin, was employed to overcome reproducibility
problems with TSP LC-MS. The detection limit was 0.5 ng. Poon et al. applied
electrospray ionisation (ESI) MS for the determination of AN in bloom material [80].
ESI-MS is a simple, reliable and rapid method for analysing thermally labile molecules.
Direct infusion of AN in methanol containing 1% acetic acid gave a strong protonated
molecule at m/z 166 [M+H]^. An automated on-line derivatisation procedure using
fluorenyl methylchloroformate (FMOC) and LC ESI MS, employing a volatile ion
pairing reagent, pentafluoroproponoic acid (PFPA), was developed by Takino et al [75].
The limit of detection was 2 ng/L. Hormazabal et al. utilised atmospheric pressure
ionisation (API) for the determination of AN and microcystins in water and fish [7677]. Detection limits of 7 ng/g in fish muscle and 0.4 pg/L in water were achieved.
Dahlmann et al. presented LC-ESI-MS using a single quadrupole for the analysis of
eleven toxins, including AN, saxitoxin, domoic acid, nodularin, microcystins, okadaic
acid and dinophysistoxin, with a single chromatographic run [87]. The multitoxin
extraction method gave recoveries of 90%, comparing favourably with the toxins
individual extraction methods and the extracts can be injected directly onto the column.
The absolute limit of detection reported for AN was 0.5 ng.
However, the recent misidentification of Phe for AN has highlighted the inadequacies of
single stage MS. With low resolution LC-MS the parent ion alone cannot be used to
clearly identify a compound due to the potential presence of isobaric compounds. None
of the methods to date have studied the effects of sample matrix and this is especially
relevant in the case of the multitoxin method. The idea of monitoring several toxins in
one injection is very tempting in terms of saving time. However, it would be more
appropriate to monitor toxins that have similar chemical and structural characteristics.
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1.5.3.8 Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)
Draisci et al. used LC-MS/MS to investigate AN, HMAN and their degradation
products, in blue-green algae food supplements [88]. Apart from the LC-FLD method of
James et al this is the only other method to date that monitors AN, HMAN and their
dihydro- and epoxy- degradation products. An ionspray (IS) interface was used in
positive ion mode. The protonated molecules [M+H]^ were used as precursor ions for
collision-induced-dissociation (CID) and diagnostic product ions were identified for
selected reaction monitoring (SRM) LC-MS/MS analysis. The aims of this study were
to provide a simple, fast treatment of samples, to reduce analytical run time and to use
API compatible mobile phases. Unfortunately, chromatographic resolution of the
anatoxins was not achieved. In this study only one MRM transition was chosen for each
compound, which still leaves the door open for possible misidentification with an
isobaric compound.
Two multitoxin LC-MS/MS methods have been developed that have included AN.
Pietsch developed a method for the determination of cyanobacterial hepato- and
neurotoxins in water samples using ion-pair supported enrichment and LC-ESI-MS/MS
[81]. While a detection limit of 30 ng/L was recorded the recoveries for AN were only
50%. The transition chosen for AN in this study was 166/149, which is due to a loss of
17 [AN-NHs]^. Using low resolution MS an isobaric compound with [M+H]^ = m/z 166
that undergoes a water loss could potentially interfere with this transition. Another
MS/MS method developed for the analysis of cyanobacterial toxins, including AN,
utilised hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) [89]. Although the authors
identified the characteristic structural ion at m/z 43 they again chose the transition
166/149, which is open to interferences.
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Conclusion

1.6

This review evaluated the analytical information available for the anatoxins, AN and
HMAN, that readily degrade into their dihydro- and epoxy- degradation products. The
reported occurrence of AN has increased in recent years mainly due to the replacement
of the mouse bioassay with more sensitive analytical methods. However, the majority of
these methods have only been used to analyse AN and, as a result, the true picture of the
occurrence of anatoxins has not been revealed. This review has also highlighted a
number of problems associated with the analysis of anatoxins, including:
i)

AN and HMAN readily degrade in sunlight and at high pH,

ii)

HMAN and the dihydro- and epoxy- degradation are not available
commercially,

iii)

Phe can interfere with the analysis of AN as it has the same nominal mass.

This review has also highlighted the fact that in order to adequately assess the
environmental impact of cyanobacterial neurotoxins, it is necessary to develop sensitive
techniques that unequivocally confirm the presence of these toxins and their degradation
products in environmental and forensic samples. MS methods have not been explored in
detail for the analysis of the anatoxins. However, the identification of the characteristic
ions would be useful to screen for new anatoxin analogues and to develop methods that
are capable of distinguishing between AN, Phe and any other isobaric compounds.
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Chapter 2

2.0

Determination of anatoxins and their degradation products using hybrid
quadrupole time-of-flight and quadrupole ion-trap mass spectrometry and
preliminary exploration of anatoxin-a synthesis

2.1

Introduction

Forensic investigations of suspected anatoxin poisonings are frequently hampered by
difficulties in detecting the parent toxins, AN and HMAN, due to their rapid decay [41].
Another major impediment in the investigation of suspected anatoxin poisonings is the
lack of availability of AN analogues, especially HMAN and their degradation products,
which are required as standards for confirmation of identity and analytical method
development.
The mouse bioassay has regularly been used for toxicity assessment [79]. However, this
technique is cumbersome, time consuming and, as well as the ethical aspects, it is not
very sensitive [62]. Most studies of freshwaters, contaminated by anatoxins, have
employed LC-UV [15,47,70,72,82], but the degradation products are undetectable by
UV as they do not possess the unsaturated ketone moiety. Sensitive gas chromatography
(GC) methods, with electron capture detection (BCD) following derivatisation with
heptafluorobutyric acid anhydride [73] and pentafluorobenzylbromide, [59] have been
developed for AN and HMAN. The sensitivity of analytical detection of anatoxins can
be considerably enhanced by derivatisation. Several methods based on the derivatisation
of anatoxins, prior to GC-MS, have been shown to be preferable for determining a range
of anatoxins [55,59,62,68,71-72,]. James et al. developed a highly sensitive fluorimetric
LC method for the determination of AN, using derivatisation with 4-fluoro-7-nitro2,1,3-benzoxadiazole (NBD-F), and extended it to the simultaneous determination of
AN, HMAN and their dihydro- and epoxy- analogues [57,68]. A modification of this
procedure, that used SPME for sample treatment, has recently been developed for AN in
drinking water but is somewhat time-consuming and is suitable only for highly
contaminated samples [83].
In recent years the focus of anatoxin analysis has moved to the development of sensitive
LC-MS methods. A number of single stage MS methods have been developed [43,7577,80,87] The combination of retention time and molecular ion m/z 166 were seen to
provide firm evidence of AN. However, in 2004 this illusion was shattered when Phe
was mistakenly identified as AN in the case of a human fatality [90]. This incident
highlighted the deficiency of LC-MS. LC-MS/MS methods have also been developed
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for AN as part of multitoxin methods [81,89] and Draisci et al. have developed a
method that focuses solely on identifying the six anatoxins [88].
From a review of the previous analytical procedures, it is evident that research into MS
methods for AN and analogues are lacking. MS is an important analytical area that has
yet to be exploited for anatoxin research. The single quadrupole has been the most
commonly used mass analyser for AN. However, the QIT and QqTOF MS instruments
could be used together to provide a valuable insight into the structural properties of the
anatoxins, which could lead to the development of selective and sensitive MS methods.
In this chapter studies of the six anatoxins fragmentation have been carried out using
QIT and QqTOF MS. The MS" capability of the QIT provided valuable information on
fragmentation pathways and structurally significant ions, while high mass accuracy data
obtained from the QqTOF MS corroborated the fragmentation assignments and
provided the elemental composition of the product ions. The results using the two
techniques are complementary and taken together allow for the development of robust
methodologies for the unambiguous determination of AN and it’s analogues in the
presence or absence of isobaric compounds. This information could also be used to
develop other MS experiments to monitor for unknown anatoxins and degradation
products.
As previously mentioned, the main impediment in the development of analytical
methods for anatoxins has been due to the lack of standards. Only two methods to date
have been developed for monitoring the six anatoxins [57,88], which explains the low
rate of reported occurrences. The availability of standards would significantly aid
analytical method development for these compounds, allowing comprehensive studies
to be undertaken in areas such as recovery, ion suppression and degradation rate studies.
The synthesis of an internal standard would be very beneficial in monitoring pre
treatment steps. A number of internal standards have been employed as internal
standards for AN analysis [44,63,73,85]. However, an ideal internal standard would be
an isotopically labelled version of AN as such an internal standard would have a similar
extraction recovery, ionisation response in ESI MS and a similar chromatographic
retention time. The one caveat is that the isotope version should differ by at least three
amu so as to be differentiated by low resolution MS. For analytical method
development racemic AN is acceptable as unless chiral chromatography is used both (+)
and (-)-AN will have the same retention time and will have identical MS spectra.
Preliminary investigations were carried out to develop a racemic synthesis of AN.
Coming from an analytical background the idea was to develop a procedure that could
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be easily replicated by other analytical chemists, requiring standards of AN and
analogues, in order to implement screening procedures and to perform method
development. There have been a number of synthetic routes reported for AN synthesis.
In a review by Mansell these approaches were divided into five categories [91]:
1.

Ring expansion of tropanes [92]

2.

Cyclisation of cyclooctanes [93-100]

3.

Cyclisation of iminium salts
a)

Alkyl iminium salts [101]

b)

Acyl iminium salts [102]

c)

Sulfonyl iminium salts [103]

4.

Cycloaddition of nitrones [104]

5.

Electrophilic cyclisation of allenes [105]

Since that review there have also been a number of metathesis methods developed
[106].
Cyclisation of cyclooctanes has been one of the most popular routes for generating the
AN skeleton. For racemic methods the Edwards group achieved the highest overall
yield via the cyclisation of 1,5-cyclooctadiene (Fig. 2.1(i)) [93]. For this reason it was
chosen as the starting point for the synthetic protocol outlined in this chapter. A
summary of the synthetic route of Campbell et al. along with the proposed changes is
given in Fig. 2.1. Campbell et al. first synthesised epoxide (ii) before converting it to a
methylaminoalcohol (iii). An aminomercuration reaction was then undertaken to
provide (iv), attaining the bicyclic backbone of AN. A simple oxidation step resulted in
bicyclic ketone (v). Three steps were required to attain A-methyl-AN (vi).
Although this method achieves the highest overall yield reported for (-i-/-)-AN synthesis
it was still less than 40%. Fig. 2.1 also outlines the synthetic route proposed in this
chapter. The first three steps will follow the same path as that published by Campbell et
al. but with some minor alterations so as to improve the yield. Different oxidation
reagents will be examined for the epoxidation reaction as the reported yield is low, at
less than 50%. The methyl- substituent used in the amination reaction will be replaced
with a benzyl group, as higher yields have been reported with this substituent for the
subsequent cyclisation reaction [107]. Different oxidising agents will also be tested in
the oxidation step to attain (v) as again the reported yield is low, at just over 50%. The
novel aspect of the synthesis is then to use the Shapiro reaction to achieve A-alkyl-AN.
Apart from the expected improvement in yield there will also be the ability to synthesis
other AN analogues, such as HMAN and propyl-AN.
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HO,

........

\__ / AN

Fig. 4.1 The synthesis of (+/-)-AN by Campbell et al. [93] with the changes proposed in this chapter
represented by the dashed arrows. For Campbell et al. R] = methyl group and for the proposed new route
Ri = benzyl group. In the proposed route R2 represents any alkyl substituent.
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2.2

Objectives

The main objectives of this study were:
a)

Identification of characteristic product ions in the mass spectra of anatoxins

b)

Elucidation of the main fragmentation pathways for anatoxins

c)

Assignment of structures and formulae for major product ions

d)

Development of quantitative liquid-chromatography multiple tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS") methods

e)

Application of the developed LC-MS" method to forensic samples

f)

Development of a racemic method for the synthesis of AN and analogues
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2.3

Results and Discussion

QIT MS data complements QqTOF MS data by permitting the elucidation of
fragmentation pathways [108]. The importance of this study is that it employed the
complementary techniques of MS" using QIT MS and MS/MS with a QqTOF MS for
the analysis of AN, HMAN and their degradation products. Essentially, QIT MS" was
valuable for the elucidation of the main fragmentation pathways, whereas the main
strength of QqTOF MS was to confirm formulae assignments of the product ions using
high mass accuracy data and to identify ions in the lower mass range. This information
was then used to develop and validate LC-MS" methods for the rapid and sensitive
determination of anatoxins in cyanobacteria and water.

2.3.1

Nano-ESI Hybrid QqTOF MS of six anatoxins

A nano-electrospray ionisation (nano ESI) source on a QqTOF MS instrument was
used, in positive ion mode, to obtain mass spectra of six anatoxins that included AN and
HMAN, together with their dihydro- and epoxy- analogues (Fig. 2.2). A nano ESI
source was used since only very small amounts of analyte (ca. 1 ng/5 pL) are needed to
conduct up to one hour of MS experiments. This is especially relevant to the present
study as only AN was commercially available, HMAN was isolated from a small
sample of culture material, Planktothrix formosa (NIVA-CYA-92), from Norway, and
the dihydro- and epoxy- analogues of these neurotoxins were prepared by microscale
synthesis from the parent toxin.
This is the first reported study of anatoxins that employed QqTOF MS and the CID
spectra for the six compounds are shown in Fig. 2.2. Strong signals in the low mass
region were related to product ions that emanate from the side-chains of anatoxins.
These signals represent important differences that can be used to distinguish between
anatoxins that have either a two-carbon or a three-carbon side-chain. Thus, the CID
spectra of AN, dihydro-AN and epoxy-AN, all showed intense signals at m/z 43,
[CH2=C=0H]^, and the corresponding ions in the HMAN series were at m/z 57,
[CH3CH=C=0H]^. a common ion in the low mass region of all six anatoxins was at

m/z 56 and this was assigned, [CH2=CH-CH=NH2]^.
Although epoxy-AN and dihydro-HMAN have the same nominal mass, [M+H]^, at m/z
182, the high mass accuracy data obtained by the QqTOF MS readily distinguished
between protonated molecule ions, m/z 182.118 (epoxy-AN) (Fig. 2.2C) and m/z
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182.155 (dihydro-HMAN) (Fig. 2.2E). These spectra also revealed characteristic
product ions that can be used to distinguish between these compounds. Three of the
most intense product ions in the CID spectra of epoxy-AN (Fig. 2.2C) were nitrogencontaining and were absent in the dihydro-HMAN spectra. These ions were observed at
m/z 140, 122 and 98 and were assigned to [CgH^NO]^, [CgH^N]^ and [CsHgNO]^,
respectively. In the spectra of dihydro-HMAN (Fig. 2.2E), the region above m/z 70 did
not contain nitrogenous product ions, with the exception of the ion, m/z 164, produced
by a water loss.
In Table 2.1, the accurate masses for the product ions in QqTOF MS for AN, HMAN
and analogues are shown with error values (ppm) in parenthesis. This table
complements the data shown in the fragmentation pathways (Fig. 2.6, 2.9, 2.12).
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Fig. 2.2 QqTOF mass spectra of six anatoxins obtained using nano ESI in positive ion mode. A) AN, B)
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Table; 2.1: Proposed formulae for the CID product ions from protonated anatoxins [113].
Dihydro-anatoxins

Anatoxins

Measured mass
(error)*
a) 43.0173 (25)
b) 57.0356 (27)

Proposed
Formula
RC2H3O+

a) 56.0508 (14)
b) 56.0523 (40)
b) 67.0550 (4)

C5H/

Epoxy-anatoxins

Measured mass
(error)*
a) 43.0175 (20)
b) 57.0346 (10)

Proposed
Formula
RC2H3O+

Measured mass
(error)*
a) 43.0172 (28)**
b) 57.0328 (20)**

a) 56.0516(28)
b) 56.0515 (27)

C3H,N"

a) 56.0507(12)
b) 56.0498 (4)

a) 67.0545 (4)
b) 67.0550 (3)

C5H+

a) 81.0699 (6)

C6H9^

a) 81.0705 (1)
b) 81.0693 (14)

C^H,^

b) 82.0665 (10)

CjHgN^

a) 82.0650 (8)
b) 82.0663 (8)

CsHgN"

Proposed
Formula
RC2H30^

a) 68.0493 (10)
b) 68.0475 (37)

C4H6N"

a) 70.0643 (19)
b) 70.0632 (35)

C4HgN^

a) 82.0655 (2)
b) 82.0637 (24)

CjHgN"

a) 91.0540 (9)
b) 91.0532 (17)
a) 93.0707 (3)
b) 93.0726 (23)

a) 93.0726 (23)
b) 93.0722(19)
a) 98.0582 (24)
b) 98.0603 (3)

CjHgN^O

a) 105.0696(8)
b) 105.0697 (7)
a) 112.0760 (2)
b) 112.0765 (2)
a) 120.0814(2)
b) 120.0801 (10)

QH,oN-0

CgH.oN"

a) ----b) 154.0835 (20)

RC7H9N02^

a) 154.1207(16)
b) 168.1370(10)

RCgHijNO^

a) AN series (R = H); b) HMAN series (R = CH3
*Error values are shown in parenthesis (ppm).
** Product ions that correspond to differences between tbe side chains of anatoxins.
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2.3.2

ESI QIT mass fragmentation studies on the anatoxins

For this study, MS" was used for the repeated trapping and fragmentation of ions. In
multiple MS modes, detection sensitivity depends on the production and trapping of
abundant fragment ions. The ion-trapping process discriminates in favour of retaining
target ions and eliminating unwanted ions, resulting in a reduction in background noise
in MS" spectra [109]. Thus a main feature of the QIT MS is that there can be an
enhancement in detection sensitivity in multiple MS modes. This is attributed to the
reduction in background noise being more dramatic than the decline in analyte signal
giving an improved signal to noise (S/N) ratio in MS and MS stages [110].

Fig. 2.3 Plot of % RCE versus % abundance from the reaction of protonated AN with helium in the QIT

An advantage of QIT MS is the ability to switch between full-scan MS and a CID scan
of fragments, produced by helium collision gas, without a significant loss in signal or
CID efficiency [111]. An essential part of MS" method development is the optimisation
of the transational kinetic energy (TKE) of a moving ion when it interacts with a
stationary neutral species, such as a collision gas molecule known as the relative
collision energy (RCE) [112]. An increase in the applied RCE results in greater
fragmentation of the precursor ion. To illustrate the effect of varying the energy of the
helium collision processes the relative abundance of the product ions were plotted
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against the RCE. For example in MS^ for AN, the precursor ion [M+H]^, m/z 166,
underwent ramping experiments (RCE = 10-32%) to reveal the major product ions and
to establish the energy required to produce the optimum population of target ions for the
subsequent MS stage (Fig. 2.3). As the % RCE increased the relative abundance of the
precursor ion decreased while the number of product ions and their relative abundance
increased. This procedure was repeated for the other anatoxins and the data were used to
select candidate ions for subsequent MS" experiments. The fragmentation pathways of
the anatoxins were examined in positive ion mode operation.

2.3.2.1 Anatoxin-a and homoanatoxin-a
For AN, MS^ gave a major product ion at m/z 149 [AN-NHs+H]^ (Fig. 2.4A) and MS^
yielded product ions from the m/z 149 fragment ion of AN at m/z 131 [AN-NH3Fl20+FI]^, m/z 121, 107, 105, 91, 81 and 79 (Fig. 2.4B). MS"^ experiments, targeting m/z
131, gave the product ions m/z 116, 91 (Fig. 2.4C) and, when targeting m/z 107, a single
product ion at m/z 79 was observed (Fig. 2.4D). A similar fragmentation process was
observed for HMAN. MS^ gave a major product ion at m/z 163 [HMAN-NHs+H]^ (Fig.
'1

2.5A) and MS

spectra obtained by trapping and fragmenting the ion at m/z 163

produced ions at m/z 145 [HMAN-NH3-H20+H]\ 135, 120, 107 and 91 (Fig. 2.5B).
MS'^ experiments were performed using the ions at m/z 135 (Fig. 2.5C) and 145 (Fig.
2.5D). The ions at m/z 107 ([M-NH3-COCHR]^) and m/z 91 [CyHy]^ were observed for
both toxins in the MS^ and MS"^ spectra. Present in the MS^ spectrum of HMAN, when
targeting the ion at m/z 107, was a single product ion at m/z 79. The fragmentation
pathways for AN and HMAN, including proposed structures for the major product ions
observed in the mass spectra, are shown in Fig. 2.6.
In the CID mass spectra of AN and HMAN, nitrogenous product ions are not significant
in the higher mass region since the first stage of fragmentation involves the loss of
ammonia. While QIT MS enabled the major stages in the fragmentation pathways of
AN and HMAN to be studied, ions in the lower mass range were not observed due to
the low mass cut-off. However, MS" (n = 2-4) data were invaluable for the construction
of the fragmentation pathways. The spectra of AN and HMAN, acquired using nano ESI
QqTOF MS, showed that the major ions observed in the upper mass range of these
spectra were similar to QIT MS data. The formula assignments of the ions were
confirmed by the high mass accuracy data from the QqTOF MS (Fig. 2.2).
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Fig. 2.4 Positive ion QIT mass spectra of AN. CID product ion spectra of A) MS^; B) MS^; C) MS'*
targeting m/z 131; D)
targeting m/z 107. The selected ions for trapping and fragmentation, together
with their optimised % RCE, are shown as inserts [58].

Fig. 2.5 Positive ion QIT mass spectra of HMAN. CID product ion spectra of A) MS^; B) MS^; C) MS'*
targeting m/z 135; D) MS'* targeting m/z 145. The selected ions for trapping and fragmentation, together
with their optimised % RCE, are shown as inserts [58],
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Fig. 2.6 Proposed CID fragmentation pathways showing the typical losses and structures of product ions
from protonated AN and HMAN as determined by QIT MS" experiments. The accurate masses for the
product ions in QqTOF MS of AN are shown above the corresponding HMAN data, with error values
(ppm) in parenthesis [58].

2.3.2.2 Dihydroanatoxins
QIT MS" studies were performed on dihydro-AN and dihydro-HMAN to provide
information on their fragmentation sequences. The product ions formed by a water loss
were observed in the QIT MS^ spectra at m/z 150 (dihydro-AN, Fig. 2.1 A) and at m/z
164 (dihydro-HMAN, Fig. 2.8A). This is in contrast to the CID MS of AN and HMAN,
in which nitrogen-containing ions were only observed in the low mass region. Also
evident in the MS spectra were ions at m/z 133 (dihydro-AN, Fig. 2.7A) and m/z 147
(dihydro-HMAN, Fig. 2.8A), which are due to the losses of both water and ammonia,
[M+H-H20-NH3]^. In MS^ when targeting the ions at m/z 150 (dihydro-AN; Fig. 2.7C)
and m/z 164 (dihydro-HMAN; Fig. 2.8C), the most intense signal observed was due to
the loss of ammonia at m/z 133 for dihydro-AN and m/z 147 for dihydro-HMAN. Less
intense peaks were due to various hydrocarbon product ions. It should be noted that ions
at m/z 110, 125 and 139 in the MS spectra were not observed in the MS spectra.
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Fig. 2.7 Positive ion ESI quadrupole ion-trap mass spectra of dihydro-AN; the three CID spectra shown
are A) MS^, B) MS^ targeting m/z 131 and C) MS^ targeting m/z 150. The optimised relative collision
energies (% RCE) that were used are shown as inserts [113].

Fig. 2.8 Positive ion ESI quadrupole ion-trap mass spectra of dihydro-HMAN; the three CID spectra
shown are A) MS^, B) MS^ targeting m/z 147 and C) MS^ targeting m/z 164. The optimised relative
collision energies (% RCE) that were used are shown as inserts [113].
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An advantage of studying homo-analogues is the ability to confirm structural
assignments proposed for several of the product ions of dihydro-AN by the observation
of corresponding ions, representing masses with an additional 14 Da, in the spectra of
dihydro-HMAN. Thus, in the dihydro-AN spectra (Fig. 2.7), signals at m/z 150, 133,
125 and 105, were assigned structures in which the two-carbons of the side chain were
retained (Fig. 2.9). The corresponding ions in the dihydro-HMAN spectra (Fig. 2.8)
were at m/z 164, 147, 139 and 119, reflecting the additional carbon in the side chain. In
contrast to the spectra of the AN and HMAN, which both contained a strong signal due
to the tropylium ion at m/z 91, this was a minor signal in the spectra of the
dihydroanatoxins. However, ions at m/z 105 (dihydro-AN) and m/z 119 (dihydroHMAN) were assigned to methyltropylium and ethyltropylium ions, respectively (Fig.
2.9).

NH,
MS%

110.0994(22)
1 10.0982(1 1)

91.0556 (2)
91.0563 (1)

MS-

150.1289(4)
164.1451 (7)

133.1002(11)
147.1 165(6)
105.0739(33)
1 19.0796(5)

125.0951 (12)
139.1106(12)

Fig. 2.9 Proposed CID fragmentation pathways showing the typical losses and structures of product ions
from protonated dihydroanatoxins. The observed masses corresponding to the product ions in QqTOF MS
of dihydro-AN are shown above the corresponding dihydro-HMAN data, with error values (ppm) in
parenthesis [113].
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23.23

Epoxyanatoxins

Fig. 2.10 Positive ion ESI quadrupole ion-trap mass spectra of epoxy-AN; the three CID spectra shown
are A) MS^, B) MS^ targeting m/z 140 and C) MS^ targeting m/z 164. The optimised relative collision
energies (% RCE) that were used are shown as inserts [113].

Fig. 2.11 Positive ion ESI quadrupole ion-trap mass spectra of epoxy-HMAN; the three CID spectra
shown are A) MS^, B) MS^ targeting m/z 178 and C) MS^ targeting m/z 140. The optimised relative
collision energies (% RCE) that were used are shown as inserts [113].
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+

NH 3

O
MS3

MS2

64.1074(1)
78.1238(4)

146.0962(5)
160.1149(14)

MS^

38.0898(15)

140.1049(18)
140.1055(14)

22.0960(8)
22.0966(3)

Fig. 2.12 Proposed CID fragmentation pathways showing the typical losses and structures of product ions
from protonated epoxy-anatoxins. The accurate masses for the product ions in QqTOF MS of epoxy-AN
are shown above the corresponding epoxy-HMAN data, with error values (ppm) in parenthesis [113].

Comparison of the CID spectra of epoxy-AN (Fig. 2.10) and epoxy-HMAN (Fig. 2.11)
revealed the common ions at m/z 140 and 122. This is consistent with their assignment
to nitrogen-containing structures (Fig. 2.12) in which the side chain has been lost.
Product ions of this type were not observed in the spectra of the other four anatoxins.
The combination of QqTOF MS and QIT MS revealed that there are two distinct
fragmentation pathways for the epoxyanatoxins; one pathway involves nitrogencontaining product ions (Fig. 2.12) and the other includes non-nitrogenous ions that
arise from skeletal cleavages.
Further information on the fragmentation sequence was obtained using QIT MS" data.
In the MS^ and MS^ spectra ions at m/z 164 and 146 for epoxy-AN (Fig. 2.10A, 2.IOC)
and ions at m/z 178 and 160 for epoxy-HMAN (Fig. 2.11 A, 2.1 IB) were assigned to
sequential water losses. Also present in the MS spectra for both epoxyanatoxins was
the prominent ion at m/z 140, which resulted from loss of the side chain. Product ions at
m/z 140, 164 (epoxy-AN) and 178 (epoxy-HMAN) were selected for MS^ experiments
and both led to the production of the ion, m/z 122, [CgH^N]^ (Fig. 2.1 OB, 2. IOC, 2.1 IB,
2.11C). Another ion apparent in the MS spectrum produced by fragmentation of the ion
at m/z 164 (epoxy-AN) and m/z 178 (epoxy-HMAN) was at m/z 136. This ion was not
observed in the QqTOF MS spectrum (Fig. 2.2C) and was assigned to [C9Hi4N]^,
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resulting from the loss of CO. The tropylium ion, m/z 91 was not observed in the QIT
MS" spectra for the epoxyanatoxins. The fragmentation pathways for epoxyanatoxins
and proposed structural assignments for prominent ions, are shown in Fig. 2.12.

2.3.3

LC-MS"

MS reduces the emphasis on chromatographic separations due to the mass selectivity
and distinctive fragmentation patterns. Previous studies have shown that it was difficult
to achieve satisfactory chromatographic separation of AN and HMAN using reversed
phases without resorting to phosphate buffers [72,75]. Poor peak shapes, low or variable
retention and poor resolution were typically observed for the analysis of AN and
HMAN standards using most reversed phase columns. However, the selected column,
Luna C18, performed better than columns that were designed for the analysis of polar
analytes, such as Synergi Polar-RP (Phenomenex). While chromatographic separation
of the neurotoxins, 7.3 min (AN) and 7.9 min (HMAN), was achieved (Fig. 2.15)
resolution of all six anatoxins was not investigated due to the lack of degradation
products available.
LC-MS" not only offers valuable structural information due to characteristic
fragmentation spectra but also provides an improved S/N ratio when compared to LCMS. A recent study, that involved the determination of biotoxins in shellfish matrices,
demonstrated that better calibration and sensitivity data could be obtained using
multiple tandem MS rather than single stage MS [111]. This is attributed to a dramatic
reduction in background signal in MS" modes, typically observed using QIT MS [110].
On account of the selected ion trapping process, tandem MS allows an unambiguous
assignment of reactant/product sequences free from interferences typically present in
complex biological matrices.

2.3.3.1 LC-MS" Calibration
An injection of blank extracts from algae and lakewater samples using the AN LC-MS"
methodology with post column infusion of AN revealed no inhibition of its response
during the chromatography. This result shows that sample matrix does not affect the
ionisation efficiency of AN. Good linear correlations were obtained for AN in each MS
mode and a sensitivity improvement was observed when using LC-MS and LC-MS
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when compared with LC-MS. The selected ions for AN and HMAN are given in Table:

2.2.

Table: 2.2 Mass spectral ions detected in MS‘-MS^ experiments on AN and HMAN [58].
MS'*
HMAN
m/z

MS'*
HMAN
m/z

MSHMAN
m/z

MS'
HMAN
m/z

149

163

163

-

-

145

145

145

131

131

131

135

135

-

135

121

121

-

120

121

-

-

-

-

116

-

-

116

-

-

-

117

-

-

117

-

107

107

-

107

107

107

-

107

107

105

105

-

-

105

105

105

-

-

91

91

91

-

91

91

91

91

-

81

81

-

-

81

80

-

81

-

79

79

-

79

80

-

-

79

79

MS'
AN
m/z

149

MS'*
AN
m/z

MS'*
AN
m/z

MSHMAN
m/z
180

MSAN
m/z
166

Ions selected for trapping and fragmentation are shown in shaded boxes

These ions were generated by trapping and fragmenting the product ions, [M+H]^, from
the MS stage. The calibration data for standard AN, spiked into water, were: LC-MS
(0.25-10 pg/mL), r^ = 0.998 (N=3); LC-MS^ (0.25-10 pg/mL), / = 0.999 (N=3); LCMS^ (0.25-10 pg/L), r^ = 0.999 (N=3) (Fig. 2.13). Good reproducibility data were
obtained for AN, using both LC-MS^ and LC-MS^ modes. The relative standard
deviation (% RSD) values were <10 at 0.75 pg/mL (N = 5) and <6.0 at 5 pg/mL (N =
9), respectively. For both methods, the detection limit (S/N = 3) was <0.5 ng AN (oncolumn). Although valuable structural data was acquired at the MS"^ stages reproducible
quantitative data were not obtained.
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8.E+07

MS’

= 0.999

Fig. 2.13 Calibration graph for AN standards spiked into water

2.3.4

LC-MS" analysis of the anatoxins in cyanobacteria and water

The LC-MS" protocol for the determination of anatoxins and their degradation products
was applied to a number of samples. The following outcomes were obtained using this
method:
i)

The identification of AN and dihydro-AN in a sample responsible for a fatal
canine intoxication in Ireland.

ii)

The first reported occurrence of HMAN in Ireland.

iii)

The first identification of anatoxins in New Zealand.

2.3.4.1 Determination of anatoxin-a and dihydroanatoxin-a in cyanobacteria
Incidents of fatal canine neurotoxicosis occurred annually from recreational activity
near Caragh lake, County Kerry, Ireland. Dogs died within minutes of contact with
lakewater along the shoreline and AN was identified as the cause of these fatalities. This
identification was based on derivatisation of AN and LC-FLD determination. A
lakewater sample containing cyanobacteria from this poisoning incident was reexamined. Samples underwent WCX SPE (Fig. 2.14) before analysis by LC-MS .
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4.

Fig. 2.14 WCX SPE of a water sample from Caragh Lake, County Kerry, Ireland. In this photograph the
samples are being loaded onto the cartridges.

Two anatoxins were quantified in the Caragh lake samples; AN (32 pg/g) and dihydroAN (48 pg/g), based on a linear calibration using standard AN solutions. The
chromatograms and spectra for AN and dihydro-AN are shown in Fig. 2.15. None of the
other anatoxins were identified in this sample.

Fig. 2.15 Determination of anatoxins in cyanobacteria {Planktothrix sp.) from Caragh Lake, County
Kerry, Ireland, using LC-MS^. A) Chromatograms of AN (7.6 min) and dihydro-AN (7.8 min). The QIT
MS^ spectra corresponding to these chromatographic peaks are B) AN and C) Dihydro-AN.
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23.4.2 First identification of homoanatoxin-a in Ireland
A survey of twenty Irish lakes (June - September 1996-1997) resulted in the detection
of HMAN at four locations, Lough Sillan (24 pg/L), Inniscarra Reservoir (34 pg/L),
Lough Key (12 pg/L), Caragh Lake (1.4 pg/L). The collected water samples underwent
WCX SPE and fluorimetric derivatisation with NBD-F followed by detection using
isocratic reversed-phase LC-FLD. Confirmation of toxin identity was made by LC-MS"
of HMAN. Fig. 2.16 compares the LC-MS^ chromatogram of HMAN standard with
HMAN identified in a water sample from Lough Sillan, Co. Cavan. Mass spectrometric
confirmation of HMAN was obtained using ESI QIT MS. MS'-MS^ spectra were
simultaneously obtained and compared with isolated HMAN standard to confirm the
presence of this potent neurotoxin. The pseudo-molecular ion, [M+H]^ at m/z 180, was
trapped and fragmented to give a base peak at m/z 163 which is due to the loss of
ammonia [M+H-NHs]^. Another product ion observed, was at m/z 145 [M+H-NH3CO]^ and this is formed by the loss of CO from the m/z 163 ion.

Fig. 2.16 Chromatograms and spectra obtained using ESI QIT MS^ A) Chromatogram showing the
separation of standard AN (7.3 min) and HMAN (7.8 min) following WCX solid phase extraction. B) LCMS^ chromatograms of HMAN (7.8 min) identified in a water sample from Lough Sillan, Co. Cavan.
Chromatographic conditions: Luna Cig (2) column (250 x 4.6 mm, 5 pm) at 35 °C; mobile phase was
acetonitrile-water (15:85) containing 0.05% TFA; flow rate was 400 pL/min. C) Mass spectrum of
HMAN, isolated from water samples from Lough Sillan, Co. Cavan, MS^ data were obtained with
trapping and fragmentation of the IM+H]" ion at m/z 180.
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2.3.4.3 The first identification of anatoxins in New Zealand
Anatoxins have never been deteeted in cyanobacteria from New Zealand and Australia
despite the fact that both countries suffer significantly from Anabaena and Planktothrix
blooms. In December 1998, a bloom of Planktothrix sp. was observed in Waikanae
River, about 50 km north of Wellington, New Zealand. During this time five dogs died
within three days. One dog was seen to lick a mat of cyanobacteria and died within 10
min. Samples tested by mouse bioassay proved positive indicating neurotoxicity. PSP
toxins were assumed to be the causative agents but analysis proved negative. A freezedried algae sample was analysed for the presence of anatoxins. However, prior to freeze
drying the sample was stored for several months at room temperature so it was expected
that the anatoxin degradation products would be found. LC-FLD analysis revealed the
presence of dihydro-AN. Confirmation of identity was made using LC-MS" and QqTOF
MS/MS. This is the first study identifying the neurotoxin AN in this region (Fig. 2.17).

Fig. 2.17 Freeze-dried algae sample from New Zealand. (1) NBD-dihydroanatoxin-a isomer 1 (20.95 min,
28 |ig/g), (2) NBD-dihydroanatoxin-a isomer 2 (21.93 min, 7.2 pg/g). Chromatographic conditions: C18
column (Ultramex, 250x3.2 mm, 5pm); temperature, 35 °C; mobile phase acetonitrile/water (45/55, v/v);
flow rate 0.5 mL/min; fluorescent detection
470 nm,
530 nm.
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2.3.5

Preliminary exploration of anatoxin-a synthesis

The majority of work published on AN in recent years has focused on its synthesis
usually with the aim of examining its pharmacological properties. However, from an
analytical perspective the synthesis of AN, HMAN and their dihydro- and epoxy
degradation products is also very important. The main focus of this thesis was to
develop mass spectrometric methods for the analysis of anatoxins. However, due to the
lack of availability of standards it was deemed necessary to delve into the area of
synthetic chemistry. Initial studies have be performed on the synthetic route outlined in
Fig. 2.1.

2.3.5.1 Synthesis to date
The starting product 5,6-epoxycyclooctene (Fig. 2.1(ii)) is commercially available,
however, due to the amount of compound required for this synthesis, it was more
economical to synthesise it for this study. Crandall et al. have previously shown that
good yields of the monoepoxide can be obtained with a 1:1 ratio of reactants, 1,5cyclooctadiene and MCPBA [114]. In comparison with the method of Campbell et al.
better yields (>70%) were obtained in this study with minor alterations. Amino alcohols
have been classically synthesised by the opening of epoxides. While many substituents
have been used, such as methylamine [112], high yields for the bicyclic configuration
we require have been reported using benzylamine as the substituent for the next step
[107]. The cyclisation step was performed by an aminomercuration reaction, using
mecury (II) acetate [115]. Although the reactions performed to get to this stage were not
problematic difficulty arouse with NMR interpretation in distinguishing between the
two possible skeletal arrangements. Further NMR experiments (NOSEY, COSY) are
now in progress to determine the configuration of the synthesised compound. Once the
configuration of the bicyclic is confirmed by NMR the next step in the process is the
novel aspect of this work, involving the well known Shapiro reaction. The Shapiro
reaction involves the base-induced reaction of tosylhydrazones to afford alkenes [22].
The only difficulty expected with this reaction will be in optimising the reaction
temperature so as to minimise the side reactions and optimise yield. It is at this stage
that the side chain is added to the AN frame. The final step in the synthesis involves
removal of the benzyl group.
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2.3.5.2 Potential for synthesis of AN analogues
In the last stage of synthesis when we are attaehing the side ehain for AN there is the
possibility of applying side chains of varying length (Fig. 2.18). As a result it will be
possible to synthesise HMAN and other AN analogues such as propyl-AN. It is also
possible to purchase isotopically labelled reagents that could be used to generate an
ideal internal standard for AN analysis.

Fig. 2.18 Part of reaction that could be adapted for AN analogues synthesis. For AN, R=H; HMAN,
R=CH3; propyl-AN, R=C2H5 etc.

James et al. have previously developed a microscale synthesis of the dihydro- and
epoxy- degradation products for both AN and HMAN [57] (Fig. 2.19) With the
availability of greater amounts of parent toxin it will be possible to scale up this
synthesis and produce larger amounts of the degradation products for method
development. It has been shown by LC-FLD that the ratios of the natural isomers (3:1)
of dhihydro-AN is different to that of the synthesised versions (1:3) [40]. The
availability of more standards would enable the stereochemistry of the degradation
products to be investigated by NMR.

Fig. 2.19 Microscale synthesis of A) dihydro- and B) epoxy- degradation products [57]
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2.4

Conclusion

A detailed study has been performed of the CID fragmentation processes of the
cyanobacterial neurotoxins, AN and HMAN, together with their main degradation
products. QIT MS and QqTOF MS proved to be complementary techniques for
determining fragmentation pathways and confirmation of the main product ions
structures and formulae, supported by high mass accuracy data. Comparisons between
the spectra of compounds that differ in side-chain length were used to establish
diagnostic ions for anatoxins. To adequately assess the environmental impact of
cyanobacterial neurotoxins it is necessary to develop sensitive techniques that
unequivocally confirm the presence of these toxins and their degradation products in
water and cyanobacterial samples. The LC-MS and LC-MS

analytical methods

presented here for the determination of the anatoxins are rapid, readily automated and
provided good quantitative data.
While still in the early stages, the proposed synthetic pathway offers promise with high
yields being recorded in the first two steps. In comparison to the method of Campbell et
al., which has to date achieved the highest overall yield of racemic AN it is expected
that the proposed route will involve less steps, provide a higher overall yield and will be
cheaper to perform. The potential is there to adapt this route in the final stage to produce
HMAN and other analogues, such as propyl-AN, could also be considered and readily
incorporated into the LC-MS methods. Additionally, there is the capability in the final
stages of the reaction to introduce an isotope label. The synthesis of an isotopically
labelled internal standard would be particularly advantageous for analytical method
development.
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2.5

Experimental

2.5.1

Chemicals and standards

Standard AN was purchased (Calbiochem-Novabiochem, Nottingham, UK) and HMAN
was isolated, as previously described from a culture of Planktothrix formosa (NIVACYA-92) [27]. The quantitative data for HMAN was determined using LC-FLD and
LC-MS, related to standard AN. The dihydro- and epoxy- analogues of AN and HMAN
were prepared by micro-scale synthesis from the parent toxins and purified by liquid
chromatography, as described previously [68]. LC-spectrograde trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) was purchased (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK). LC-grade acetonitrile and water
were purchased from Labscan (Dublin, Ireland).

2.5.2

Sample preparation

2.5.2.1 Extraction of cyanobacteria
The cyanobacterial material was lyophilised and an aliquot (100 mg) of the residue was
extracted by stirring with methanol (10 mL) containing hydrochloric acid (1 M, 100 pL)
for 1 hour. The solution was centrifuged at 3000

for 10 min and the supernatant was

collected. The pellet was re-extracted with methanol twice and the combined extracts
were evaporated at 40

under nitrogen (TurboYap LV, Zymark, Warrington, UK).

The residue was reconstituted with water (5 mL) and adjusted to pH 7 prior SPE. The
sample was reconstituted in acetonitrile (200-1000 pL) prior to analysis.

2.5.2.2 Extraction of water
Using a procedure based on that developed by Harada et ai, [70], water samples were
filtered (10 mL) and adjusted to pH 7 before SPE. The sample was reconstituted in
acetonitrile (200-1000 pL) prior to analysis.
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2.5.2.3 SPE method
SPE using a WCX cartridge (3 mL, Supelco, Poole, UK). The SPE eartridge was
eonditioned with methanol (6 mL) and water (6 mL). The sample was transferred to the
cartridge and washed with methanol-water (1:1, 3 mL) and air-dried. The anatoxins
were eluted using methanol containing 0.2% TEA (10 mL) and the solvent was removed
at 40 ®C, under nitrogen. The sample was reconstituted in acetonitrile (200-1000 pL)
prior to analysis [68].

2.5.3

LC conditions

The LC system was a Waters 2690 Alliance (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA),
which included a thermostated autosampler to maintain samples at 4 ®C. This was
linked to a Finnigan MAT LCQ Classic ion-trap mass spectrometer (ThermoFinnigan,
San Jose, CA, USA). The mass resolution of this instrument is 0.1 amu but MS data are
presented here using whole integer mass values for clarity. Isocratic chromatography
was performed using acetonitrile/water (15/85) containing 0.05% TFA, at a flow rate of
400 pL/min. The analytical column (Luna Cig (2), 250 x 4.6 mm, 5 pm, Phenomenex,
Macclesfield, UK) was operated at 35 ^C. Using an automated sequence, the eluent flow
was diverted to waste for 1 min after sample injection and MS detection was carried out
between 1-10 min of the chromatographic run.

2.5.4

ESI QIT MS"

MS analysis was performed at atmospheric pressure using an electrospray ionisation
(ESI) source and data were acquired in positive mode. The MS was tuned using a
standard solution (AN, 10 pg/mL), which was infused at 3 pL/min with monitoring of
the [M+H]”*' ion at m/z 166. The optimised instrument settings were: eapillary
temperature (190 ‘^C), spray voltage (6.0 kV) generating a spray current of 20 pA,
eapillary voltage (3.0 V), tube lens offset voltage (15.0 V) and with the arbitrary units
for sheath gas flow and auxiliary gas flow set at 80 and 20, respectively. Multiple
tandem MS produced CID spectra and were obtained by trapping the [M+H]'*' ion for
each compound, for subsequent fragmentation experiments to produce characteristic
spectra. The mass acquire window width for ion trapping was 3 amu. The possibility of
matrix suppression in LC-MS" method for AN was examined. An experiment was set
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up to establish if sample matrix lead to a decrease in the signal for AN. This involved
chromatography of blank algae and lakewater samples whilst continuously infusing AN
standard solution at a flow rate of 3 pL/min. Analysis of cyanobacterial samples was
carried out using LC-MS and LC-MS . Calibrations were performed using standard
AN solutions. Other anatoxins were quantified based on relative peak areas to AN.

2.5.5

Nano ESI QqTOF MS

A quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QqTOF MS, Qstar, Applied
Biosystems, Warrington, U.K.) with a nano electrospray (ES023C, Proxeon, Denmark)
ionsource (nanoESI) was used to produce CID spectra of the AN, HMAN and their
dihydro- and epoxy analogues, in positive mode. Analytes (1-5 pg/mL) were dissolved
in acetonitrile and 5-10 pL was loaded into a nanospray capillary (Long NanoES spray
capillary, ES381, Proxeon, Denmark) using a 0.5-10 pL eppendorf GELoader tip and a
TOMY PMC-060 Capsulefuge to remove air bubbles. While scanning in the range, m/z
30-400, the voltages applied during acquisition were as follows: ionspray voltage (IS) =
900V, declustering potential (DP) = 30V, focusing potential (FP) = 300V, declustering
potential-2 (DP2) = 15V, collision gas (CAD) = 2 (arbitrary' units). Collision energies of
25-35V were used during acquisitions. The scan time was 1 s and the total accumulation
times for each spectra were 10-30 min.
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Chapter 3

3.0

Strategies to avoid the misidentification of anatoxin-a using mass
spectrometry in the forensic investigation of acute neurotoxic poisoning

3.1

Introduction

O
CHs
OH

Fig. 5.1 Structures of A) anatoxin-a (AN), B) phenylalanine (Phe)

The reliable determination of AN in environmental and forensie samples presents the
anal/tical chemist with an unprecedented array of difficulties. The main complications
witl AN determination are due to the fast rate of degradation and interference due to the
presence of the isobaric amino acid, Phe (Fig. 3.IB). Recently, Phe has been found to
hincer the analysis of AN in biological samples. Phe not only has the same nominal
mas; as AN, it also shares several product ions and to further compound AN
detemination it has similar LC elution characteristics. The majority of analytical
metiods developed for the analysis of AN in environmental and forensic samples do not
take these problems into account.
Fortnsic investigations of suspected AN poisonings are often troubled by problems in
detecting this toxin in biological and environmental matrices due to its rapid decay. In
sunlght, and at high pH AN degrades quickly to non-toxic degradation products,
dihylro-AN and epoxy-AN [41]. The two most common published methods used for
testiig suspected neurotoxic samples, the mouse bioassay [54-55,63,69,78] and LC-UV
[15,11], fail to detect these degradation products. The mouse bioassay fails to identify
low concentrations of AN and the non-toxic degradation products give no response in
this test. The LC-UV method also fails to detect the dihydro- and epoxy- degradation
prooicts as they do not have a strong chromophore [57]. AN may be purchased (USD
400mg Sigma) but, at present, there is no certified standard available and the dihydro60

and epoxy- degradation products have to be synthesised from the parent toxin. In some
cases AN has been discounted as the causative agent of suspected animal poisoning due
to the low amount of AN present; a conclusion that cannot be made due to the lability of
AN. For example, cyanobacteria has been investigated as being responsible for the high
rate of alligator mortality in Lake Griffin, Florida, USA. Since 1997, over 450 alligators
have died. While found in the liver and muscle samples it was concluded that AN was
not responsible due to the low levels detected [116] (Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.2 Photograph of a dead alligator from Lake Griffin, Florida, USA [116]

Phe is an essential aromatic amino acid that is found in protein containing foods such as
beef, poultry, fish and dairy products including milk and eggs. The average amount of
Phe in an adult is approximately 14 mg/kg body weight. Two recent incidents have
highlighted the possible confusion that can occur in forensic investigations of suspected
AN poisonings due to the presence of Phe. The death of a young adult in the USA in
July 2002, following exposure to lake water, was ascribed to AN poisoning in the
coroner’s report. This conclusion was based mainly on evidence obtained by liquid
chromatography-single quadrupole MS (LC-MS). This identification has since been
shown to be incorrect and was due to confusion between Phe and AN which have the
same nominal mass and similar LC retention times [90]. In September 2003, an
investigation into the fatal intoxication of two dogs in a lake in eastern France identified
AN in benthic cyanobacteria, collected along the shoreline. However, the large quantity
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of Phe present prevented eonfirmation and quantification of AN in the stomach and
intestine contents of these dogs [60-61].
The lack of knowledge and misinformation regarding AN causes additional problems in
the investigation of neurotoxic poisonings. Samples are often stored incorrectly, ideally
they should be protected from sunlight and stored in acidic conditions in order to
conserve the toxin, with no other preservatives added. Further confusion arises between
AN and AN-a(s), although they have very similar names, they are structurally and
physiologically different compounds. All this uncertainty succeeds in making AN the
perfect poison: it kills quickly, leaves no sign of organ damage, residual toxin will be
degraded quickly and there is no known antidote. In fact it is listed as a potential
biological weapon [117].
Mass spectrometry is regarded as a highly selective technique. However, as the
misidentification of AN in the case of a human fatality in the USA has shown, false
positive results are possible using this technique, especially when single stage MS is
used [90]. The 2002/657/EC European Commission Decision outlines a recommended
approach, using identification points (IPs), for the MS determination and confirmation
of organic residues and contaminants in live animals and animal products [118]. This
system is intended essentially as an index of method dependability. According to the
report any MS technique or combination of techniques may be employed in order to
attain the minimum number of IPs (4) needed for the identification of a compound. The
number of IPs achieved by MS detection of a precursor/product ion depends on the
technique used (Table: 3.1). A minimum of one ion ratio must be measured and must
fall within the permitted tolerance limit. The advantage of using the IPs is that
confirmation of identity can be achieved by an internationally accepted protocol [119].
This system has been employed in the present work to develop MS methods for the
analysis of AN in environmental and forensic samples.

Table: 3.1 The correlation between the range of MS techniques and the identification points earned (From
2002/657/EC [118]).

MS technique

Identification points earned per ion

LRMS
LR-MS" precursor ion
LR-MS" product ions
HRMS
HR-MS" precursor ion
HR-MS" product ions

1.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.5
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In chapter 2, two complementary mass speetrometric techniques, QIT MS" and QqTOF
MS/MS, were used to eompletely charaeterise AN, HMAN and their dihydro- and
epoxy- degradation products. QIT MS" enabled the elucidation of the main
fragmentation pathways of each compound while QqTOF MS/MS confirmed formulae
assignments of the produet ions using high mass accuracy data and identified ions in the
lower mass range that are not seen when using QIT MS. In this ehapter, those
techniques were applied to Phe and the information obtained has been used to develop a
sensitive LC-MS/MS method on the QqQ in MRM mode capable of distinguishing
between AN and Phe.
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3.2

Objectives

The main objective of the work presented in this chapter was to identify several
strategies to overcome the problems inherent in AN determination. In this chapter, mass
spectrometric and fluorimetric strategies to avoid the misidentification of AN in
forensic investigations of acute neurotoxic poisonings are explored. This study aims to:
i)

Verify that liquid chromatography with fluorescent detection (LC-FLD) and
liquid chromatography multiple tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS")
analytical methods used to monitor AN, HMAN and their degradation products
were not compromised by the presence of Phe.

ii)

Investigate the derivatisation of Phe with diazomethane as a method of
overcoming the isobaric mass problem so that single stage MS instruments
may be used for the determination of AN in samples containing Phe.

iii)

Use QqTOF and QIT MS data to compare mass fragmentation pathways of AN
and Phe in order to identify characteristic product ions and fragmentation
processes.

iv)

Develop, optimise and validate an LC-MS/MS method using MRM to
unambiguously identify AN in environmental and forensic samples.
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3.3

Results and Discussion

The mistaken identification of AN in a high profile investigation of the first suspected
human intoxication involving this neurotoxin has cast doubt on the analytical methods
that have been used to monitor anatoxins [90]. In particular, LC-MS, using a single
quadrupole instrument, does not readily distinguish between Phe and AN, as they are
isobaric compounds and have similar retention times in reversed phase LC. This case
and another involving dog fatalities, have revealed that significant problems can be
encountered in the forensic investigations of anatoxins, especially in complex matrices
[61]. The following analytical methods have been explored to prevent the
misidentification of AN:
a)

LC-FLD, following derivatisation with NBD-F

b)

Methylation using diazomethane prior to LC-MS determination

c)

QqTOF MS

d)

LC-MS^ using a QIT MS

e)

LC-MS/MS using MRM on a QqQ MS

3.3.1

LC-FLD of anatoxin-a and phenylalanine

CH3

CH.

Fig. 3.3 Derivatisation reaction of AN with NBD-F

Phe was examined as a potential interferant in the fluorimetric LC method for the
simultaneous determination of AN, HMAN and their degradation products. The
derivatisation conditions, using NBD-F, were as described by James et al. (Fig. 3.3)
[57]. It was found that NBD-Phe eluted just after the reagent peaks in reversed phase
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LC. Such early elution was expected since a free carboxylic acid moiety remains after
derivatisation of Phe at the nitrogen site. Therefore, there was no interference with
NBD-AN, which eluted at 14.5 min (Fig. 3.4), nor were there any interferences with
derivatised HMAN or their degradation products. This study confirmed that the
presence of Phe should not prevent the sensitive determination of anatoxins using this
fluorimetric LC method.

Fig. 3.4 Chromatogram of a water sample spiked with AN and Phe. Derivatisation with NBD-F was used
with fluorimetric detection; NBD-Phe (1) and NBD-AN (2). Chromatographic conditions: Ultremex
column (Ci8, 5 pm, 250 x 3.2 mm, 35 °C); 20 pL injection; mobile phase was acetonitrile/water (45/55);
flow rate = 0.5 mL/min; fluorimetric detection, ^.gx = 470 nm, X-en, = 530 nm.

3.3.2

Limitations of Low-Resolution MS

Analysis of micro-organic contaminants in environmental samples presents a range of
problems, one of which is due to interferences from non-target compounds that can
create an artificially high background [120]. A study involving the analysis of
pharmaceuticals in sewage effluent using different MS analysers revealed large
variations in quantitation and, in particular, accurate mass analysis gave a concentration
that was lower by a factor of five when compared to analysis using a single quadrupole
instrument. Another problem is that an isotope of a large co-eluting compound, one
mass unit less than the target analyte, can interfere with both SIM and MRM
determinations [120].
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In light of the fact that many laboratories do not have ready access to a range of
multiple tandem and high-resolution MS instruments, we examined the possibility of
improving the reliability of measurements using single quadrupole MS. A
distinguishing feature was the observation of sodium adduct ions in Phe spectra but no
such adduct ions were observed in AN spectra. Therefore, a simple modification to a
SIM protocol for AN determination is to include measurements of both m/z 166 [M+H]^
and 188 [M+Na]^ signals, since a low value for the latter indicates the lack of Phe
interference. A more dependable method that would improve the reliability of single
quadrupole MS in monitoring programmes is to perform a simple sample pre-treatment
that clearly distinguishes AN and Phe. The method that was selected was methylation,
using diazomethane since only Phe was affected by this treatment (Fig. 3.5). In addition,
the excess reagent was readily destroyed allowing the products to be analysed following
solvent evaporation.

O

O
OH

OCH,

Fig. 3.5 Reaction of Phe with diazomethane

The effect of this methylation step is shown on the precursor ion, [M+H]^, signals of
AN and Phe using nano-electrospray QqTOF MS. Fig. 3.6A shows the partially
resolved signals for AN and Phe and, after methylation. Fig. 3.6B shows that the Phe
signal is removed. This facile step to the formation of the methyl ester of Phe results in
a mass change of 14 Da and therefore Phe interference will be removed when using low
resolution SIM, targeting the AN quantification. This treatment had no effect on AN, as
shown in QqTOF MS and enables AN quantification. It should be noted that although
the methyl ester of Phe and HMAN are isobaric {m/z 180), only the latter is observed in
the chromatogram using the elution conditions described and although Phe and HMAN
may co-elute using reversed phase LC they differ by 14 Da and are readily distinguished
by MS.
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Fig. 3.6 High resolution MS of an extract containing a mixture of AN and Phe, obtained using nanoeectrospray QqTOF MS, in positive mode: A) without treatment with diazomethane, Phe {m/z 166.0943),
/N {m/z 166.1210); B) after treatment of sample with diazomethane.

3,3.3

QqTOF MS

A nano electrospray ionisation (ESI) source on a QqTOF MS instrument was used to

obtain mass spectra of AN and Phe. Although high mass accuracy MS data was
obtained for both AN and Phe in positive mode (Fig. 3.7), only Phe produced significant
MS data in negative mode. The high resolution of this instrument is such that the
iiobaric precursor ions, are partially resolved because of the small differences in their
a:curate masses, [M+H]^, AN {m/z 166.1232) and Phe {m/z 166.0868) (Fig. 3.6). The
p*oduct ion spectra obtained by MS/MS on the QqTOF are much superior to those
generated by in-source fragmentation on the single-stage TOF instrument. This is a
onsequence of the high specificity of fragmentation that is achieved through the
sdection of a narrow precursor m/z range of ions in the quadrupole [121].
(ne of the obvious drawbacks of QIT MS is the lack of signals in the lower mass
rtgion, due to the low mass cut-off which amounts to approximately 30% of the
p ecursor ion m/z value. Interestingly, using QqTOF MS, only a few product ions below
n/z 77 were observed for Phe, whereas AN showed several product ions in the low
nass region. The base peak in the AN spectrum (Fig. 3.7A) was at m/z 43, [CHsCO]^,
aid this is an important diagnostic ion for AN and analogues since it is formed from
sde-chain fragmentation. This ion is not observed in the mass spectra of HMAN and
aialogues, as they produce the homologous ion, m/z 57, [CH3CH2CO]^. Another
aiundant ion in the AN spectrum was present at m/z 149 [M+H-NH3]^ but this was not
observed in the Phe spectrum (Fig. 3.7B) MS/MS data were used to confirm formulae
aisignments of the major ions (Fig. 3.8) especially those that are isobaric and
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indistinguishable in QIT MS where only unit resolution is possible. The error values,
related to the differences between the calculated and observed masses.

Fig. 3.7 MS/MS spectra of A) AN and B) Phe, obtained using positive nano-electrospray with a hybrid
OqTOF mass spectrometer [122],

3.3.4

ESI QIT MS

3.3.4.1 Mass fragmentation pathways of phenylalanine and anatoxin-a
A comparison of the mass fragmentation pathways of AN and Phe was undertaken to
identify characteristic product ions and fragmentation processes and the main findings
are summarised in Fig. 3.8. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) spectra were obtained
by trapping and fragmenting the precursor ions and product ions for AN and Phe in
multiple tandem MS experiments using a QIT instrument. One of the major product
ions in the MS spectrum of AN, due to the loss of ammonia, was observed at m/z 149,
[M+H-NHs]^. The MS^ spectrum (Fig. 3.9B) showed product ions at m/z 131 [M+HNH3-H20]^, m/z 121, 107, 105, 91, 81 and 79. MS"^ experiments, targeting m/z 131, gave
product ions at m/z 116 and 91 and the fragmentation of the ion at m/z 107 produced a
single product ion at m/z 79. The MS spectrum of Phe showed a major product ion, due
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to the loss of formic acid, at m/z 120 [M+H-HC02H]^, and less abundant ions at m/z
149 [M+H-NHa]^ and m/z 131 [M+H-NH3-H20]^. The MS^ spectrum, targeting m/z
120, showed product ions at m/z 103, 93 and 79 (Fig. 3.9C).

A)

166.1232

CsHu

CeHy

107.0893 ( 30)

79.0535 (16)

B)

C9H7O
131.0482 (11)

©

.NH3
166.0868
CsHiqN

120.0803 ( 9)

CsHy
103.0530 (17)

Fig. 3.8 Proposed fragmentation pathways for A) AN and B) Phe elucidated by MS" experiments using
QIT MS, showing the typical losses and structures of product ions. High mass accuracy data from QqTOF
MS are presented to support the assignments with error values (ppm) in parenthesis.

3.3.4.2 LC-MS^ determination of anatoxin-a in the presence of phenylalanine
The direct combination of LC with MS reduces the emphasis on chromatographic
separations due to the mass selectivity and capability of applying distinctive
fragmentation patterns. Although it has been reported that AN and Phe have similar
retention characteristics in reversed phase LC [90] Fig. 3.9A shows that, using the LC
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conditions, for monitoring anatoxins, developed in chapter 2 [123], separation of AN
(7.47 min) and Phe (7.95 min) is possible.

Fig. 3.9 LC-MS^ chromatogram of a water sample containing standard AN (7.47 min) and Phe (7.95 min)
obtained using QIT MS detection. The selected ions and relative collision energies for fragmentation at
each MS stage are shown as inserts. Chromatographic conditions: Luna column (Cig, 5 pm, 250 x 3.2
mm, 35 °C); 5 pL injection; mobile phase was acetonitrile/water (15/85); flow rate = 0.4 mL/min.
Positive CID product ion spectra of MS^ for A) AN and B) Phe. The selected ions for trapping and
fragmentation, together with the optimised RCE are shown as inserts [122].

Using the selected ion trapping process, QIT MS" allows an unambiguous assignment of
precursor/product sequences and signals are remarkably free from interferences
typically present in complex biological matrices. Previously, LC-MS" methods were
developed for the rapid and sensitive determination of AN in cyanobacteria and
drinking water [123]. Fragmentation studies showed that AN has a greater range of
product ions than Phe. These data confirm that LC-MS should be used for the
unambiguous identification of AN since in MS' they have isobaric precursor ions, and
in MS there are common ions, albeit with different intensities. A feature unique to QIT
MS is that there is usually an improvement in detection sensitivity in multiple MS
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modes, which is attributed to the reduction in background noise (N) [109-110]. The
calibration data for standard AN, spiked into lakewater containing Phe, were linear; r =
0.998 (2.5-10 pg/mL), with a relative standard deviation (% RSD) <8.0 (N = 5). The
detection limit for AN was 0.1 pg/mL (S/N = 3).

3.3.5

LC QqQ MS

A number of LC-MS methods have been developed for AN analysis but none have
explored the impediments associated with the presence of isobaric compounds [43,7577,80,87]. According to Gugger et al. the detection of the molecular ion [M+H]^ at m/z
166 is not sufficient to confirm the occurrence of AN and needs to be completed by at
least one fragmentation to confirm its presence [61]. This statement does not go far
enough as there are a number of extraordinary coincidences with AN and Phe; apart
from having the same nominal mass parent ion, [M+H]^, m/z 166, they also have
common product ions m/z 131, 91 (Fig. 3.10). There are also a number of product ions
differing by 1 amu, such as m/z 149 (AN) and m/z 148 (Phe), m/z 121 (AN) and m/z 120
(Phe). As a consequence, previous LC-MS/MS studies which did not take these
similarities into account need to be re-assessed [81,89].

I 131 I ---- ^ QT
A) I 166 I

149

0^
131 I

79

91

B) I 166 I
120
Fig. 3.10 Main fragmentation pathways of A) AN and B) Phe. The common ions are highlighted in red.
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An improved LC-MS/MS MRM method for the identification and quantitation of AN
has been developed and validated. It offers a number of “safety nets” to ensure the
unambiguous detection of AN even in the presence of an isobaric compound, Phe that
has a similar chromatographic response and a number of common product ions. This
method provides not only for chromatographic resolution of AN and Phe but also for
mass spectral differentiation by monitoring four MRM pairs for AN and two for Phe.
Application of the LC-MS/MS technique to a forensic sample proved that it is proficient
in determining trace amounts of AN, even in the presence of Phe. It is envisaged that
this method will be readily adapted to the analysis of HMAN and the dihydro- and
epoxy- degradation products, providing a sensitive and robust method for the analysis of
anatoxins in environmental and forensic investigations.

3.3.5.1

LC

Due to the high selectivity of MRM, chromatographic resolution is not essential for
compounds with different Q1/Q3 ion pairs. However, as AN and Phe share a number of
similar transitions, chromatographic separation of these compounds is important. Using
previously optimised conditions (section 3.3.4.2) AN and Phe were separated
(resolution = 2.8). It is recommended, according to 2002/657/EC [118], that the
retention time (Rt) for a compound should not shift by more than 5%. Using this
guideline, the Rt for AN calibration standards injected over a three day period were
monitored and found to be repeatable (mean = 7.59 min, % RSD = 0.27) and within the
limit ( +5% = 7.97 min and -5% 7.21 min) (Fig. 3.11).
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Fig. 3.11 Retention time variation for AN calibration standards injected three times a day for three days.
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3.3.5.2 MRM

During this study an MRM methodology was investigated in positive ion mode. MRM
is the ideal scan mode to employ for quantitation and is especially applicable to the
analysis of trace analyte in complex matrices, due to the improved S/N that is achieved
with mass selectivity. Using the information, obtained from fragmentation pathway
studies for AN and Phe, obtained from the QqTOF MS/MS and QIT MS (sections 3.3.3
and 3.3.4), six precursor/product ion pairs were examined for the LC-MS/MS method.
Collision energy ramping experiments were performed to determine the optimum CE
for each MRM precursor/product ion pair (Fig. 3.12).
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Fig. 3.12 Plot of CE versus % intensity for A) AN and B) Phe

Four transitions were selected for AN; 166/149, 166/131, 166/91, 166/43. The S/N
ratios for the four transitions at low, unit and high resolution are outlined in Fig. 3.13.
The MRM was performed with low resolution, i.e. peaks one mass unit on either side of
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the selected mass may not be resolved, for Q1 to achieve the highest sensitivity and unit
resolution, i.e. resolution is sufficient to separate peaks one mass unit apart, for Q3 to
ensure selectivity.

1800

□ Q3 High Resolution

1600

□ Q3 Unit Resolution
0Q3 Low Resolution

z 1400
w 1200
a>
o
Z
CO

c
O)

1000
800
600
400
200
166/149

166/131

166/91

166/43

Q1/Q3 (amu)

Fig. 3.13 Signal/noise (S/N) ratios for the four transitions, monitored on the QqQ, for AN at low, unit and
high resolution.

Table: 3.2 shows the response of AN and Phe for each of the six transitions, monitored
in this method, relative to the base peaks. The main transitions used in the method for
AN are 166/131, which will be used for quantitation because of its high S/N value, and
166/43 as it is a structurally significant transition for AN. 166/149 and 166/91 can be
used to strengthen confirmation as the ratio of the four transitions may be used to
further corroborate AN identification. The ratio of the extracted ion chromatogram
(XIC) integrated areas for the four transitions 166/149, 166/131, 166/91 and 166/43
should be 10:6:3:5. Two precursor/product ion pairs employed for Phe; 166/120 and
166/103 were chosen because both transitions are not present in AN.
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Table: 3.2 Average % Intensity for AN and Phe standards for six transitions monitored by LC-MS/MS.

Compound

Q1/Q3 (amu)

% Intensity AN

% Intensity Phe

AN
AN
AN
AN
Phe
Phe

166/149
166/131
166/91
166/43
166/120
166/103

100
57
27
45
4
2

2
2
8
0
100
41

Gugger et al. examined the effect that different proportions of AN and Phe (1:1, 1:10,
1:100) had on the ability to detect AN by ESI MS and found that a predominance of Phe
in a sample could mask a small amount of AN present [61]. A similar study was
performed using the LC-MS/MS method outlined in this chapter. Analysis of different
proportions of AN and Phe (1:1, 1:5, 1:10, 1:50, 1:100) showed that, even when 100
times more Phe than AN is present in a sample, the compounds are completely
chromatographically separated. Chromatographic resolution is important as Fig: 3.14
shows that when very high proportions of Phe, relative to AN, are present then Phe
gives a response at the AN transition, 166/43. This demonstrates that at high
concentrations of Phe thermodynamically unfavourable transitions can lead to a
substantial response. However, as the compounds are completely resolved, this will not
effect AN identification and quantification.
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3.3.5.3 LC-MS/MS Validation

Linear correlations (0.025-1 |xg/mL) were obtained, with AN standards in acetonitrile,
for each of the four selected precursor/product ions for AN. Table: 3.3 provides a
summary of the calibration data.

Table: 3.3 Summary of the calibration data for AN.

Q3
(amu)
131
149
91
43

Equation of the
line
y = 2e\ + 76164
y = 2e^x +66174
y = 2e^x + 9288
y = 2e'’x + 66174

0.994
0.990
0.991
0.992

% RSD
(0.05 ng/rtiL)
2.7
12.8
5.1
4.5

% RSD
(0.5 ng/mL)
3.4
3.1
22.8
2.4

LOD
(Hg/mL)
0.020
0.025
0.025
0.020

LOQ
(Hg/mL)
0.025
0.050
0.050
0.025

Reproducibility using the AN transitions 166/149 and 166/91 was poor (% RSD <25).
This was attributed to the low abundance of these transitions. As a result, these
transitions are only suitable as a qualitative backup to confirmation. Good
reproducibility (% RSD <5) was obtained for 166/131 and 166/43. The 166/131
transition was chosen for quantitation on account of its abundance. For both transitions,
166/131 and 166/43, the detection limit (S/N = 3) was <0.1 ng AN on-column. The ratio
of the XIC integrated areas of 166/131 and 166/43, (10:8), with the highest S/N and
structurally significant transitions for AN, was measured to support confirmation (Fig.
3.15).

Concentration (m*/mL)

Fig: 3.15 Calibration curve for transition 166/131 (0.025-1 gg/mL, n=9). Inset is the ratio of the
transitions 166/131 and 166/43 taken from the same calibration data..
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Analysis of trace analytes in environmental and biological matrices can be prone to
problems caused by matrix interferences. Signal enhancement or suppression can
significantly affect quantitative analysis with ESI-MS. Preliminary studies of the affect
of sample matrix on the ionisation efficiency of AN was performed. Experiments were
designed to determine if there were segments in the chromatography where matrix
interferences could result in significant ion suppression Fig 3.16. An injection of blank
extracts from lakewater samples using the LC-MS/MS methodology with post column
infusion of AN revealed no inhibition of its response for the transitions 166/131 and
166/43 during chromatography. Injection of a blank extract from an algae sample that
contained Phe, for transition 166/131 and 166/43, revealed approximately 70% drop in
signal around 6.5 min and 30% at 7.5 min. The suppression at 7.5 min could affect the
quantitation of AN resulting in an underreporting of the true toxin content. Further
investigation is needed in this area to investigate if the degree of suppression differs
with each algae sample.
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Fig. 3.16 Ion suppression studies for AN in lakewater (blue) and algae containing Phe (green) at
transitions 166/131 and 166/43. The shadowed area represents the retention time of AN +/- 2.5% (7.4-7.8
min).
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3.3.5.4 Application of methodology to a forensic sample

1.18e5

Fig. 3.17 LC-MS/MS XIC for AN in dog stomach sample, from Lough Derg, along with the XIC for AN
(blue) and Phe (red) standards superimposed (—).
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In July 2005, two dogs died within minutes of contact with lakewater along the
shoreline of Lough Derg, Co. Tipperary, Ireland. AN poisoning was suspected due to
the neurotoxic symptoms observed and the rapid time of death. AN and Phe were
identified in the stomach contents taken from one of the dogs. Using the newly
developed LC-MS/MS procedure outlined in this chapter Phe did not interfere with the
quantitation of AN. Phe was chromatographically resolved from AN and clearly
distinguished by MS/MS. AN (0.42 pg/g) and dihydro-AN (0.14 p/g) in the stomach
contents were initially calculated by simple calibration using AN standards in ACN.
Standard addition was then performed to counter weigh any matrix effects however, due
to the small amount of sample available this calibration was unsuccessful. The ion ratio
for the AN transitions (10:5:2:3) for the stomach sample differed slightly from that of
the standards (10:6:3:5) but the order of intensity of the transitions was the same. The
XIC for AN and Phe in the stomach sample are shown in Fig. 3.17 A, B and C and Fig.
3.17 D and E, respectively.
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Fig. 3.18 LC-MS/MS XIC for Dihydro-AN in the stomach contents of a dog that consumed water from
Lough Derg.
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A method was also established to monitor AN, HMAN and the dihydro- and epoxy
degradation products. Due to a lack of HMAN and degradation products standards the
optimised instrument parameters for AN were used. Two to four precursor/product ions
pairs were chosen for each compound based on the QqTOF data obtained in chapter 2.
Fig. 3.18 shows the XIC chromatograms obtained for Dihydro-AN monitoring four
precursor/product ion pairs. Dihydro-AN was confirmed in the dog stomach sample by
collecting the peak eluting between 7 and 8 min and analysing it using QqTOF MS.
Comparison of the accurate mass data with the data obtained in chapter 2 verified the
presence of dihydro-AN in the dog stomach sample (Fig. 3.19).

Fig. 3.19 QqTOF MS/MS for the dihydro-AN sample in Lough Derg dog stomach
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3.4

Conclusions

Forensic analysis of AN poisoning can be hindered by the presence of Phe. Recent
events in the USA [90] and France [61] have highlighted the problems encountered
when Phe is present in a sample. In the USA incident, LC-MS analysis led to a false
positive result for AN due to the similar retention times and isobaric masses of AN and
Phe. In France, AN and Phe were distinguished by QqTOF MS however quantification
was impeded due to the large amount of Phe present in the dog samples. The result of
this work has been the development of several approaches that overcome the problems
associated with Phe and enable correct identification and quantification of AN:
The highly sensitive LC-FLD method for the determination of AN, HMAN and
their degradation products following derivatisation using NBD-F, was found
not to be affected by Phe.
Methylation using diazomethane prior to LC-MS determination removed Phe
interference allowing a single stage MS determination of AN in samples
containing Phe and enabling quantification of AN to be achieved.
The high resolution capability of hybrid QqTOF MS allowed the isobaric
protonated ions of AN and Phe to be distinguished. QqTOF MS also allowed
other distinguishing features between the compounds to be identified such as
the formation of the Na adduct ion in Phe spectra but not in the AN spectra.
MS" studies on the QIT identified characteristic product ions and proved that
the LC-MS^ method for the analysis of AN clearly distinguishes between the
two isobaric compounds.
LC-MS/MS MRM monitoring four transitions for AN and two for Phe ensures
that these two compounds are clearly differentiated.
While MS systems are deemed to be very selective methods, the occurrence of false
positives is possible in environmental and forensic analysis due to the presence of
interferences that have the same nominal mass and product ions as the analyte. As in the
case of AN and Phe it is possible for two different compounds to have the same nominal
mass and also to have common product ions. As a result there is a need for guidelines,
such as the EU guidelines for monitoring substances and residues in live animals and
animal products [118] when using MS methods to identify a compound. Table: 3.4
outlines the number of identification points earned by the various MS techniques
according to the EU guidelines 2002/657/EC.
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Table: 3.4 The number of identification points earned for a number of MS techniques (n = integer)
(Adapted from 2002/657/EC [118].

Technique(s)

Number of ions

Identification points

LC-MS
LC-MS/MS
LC-MS/MS
LC-MS/MS/MS

N
1 precursor + 2 product ions
2 precursor each with 1 product ion
1 precursor, 1 product ion + 2 2"^* generation

n
4
5

HRMS

product ions
N

5
2n

In this chapter, the LC-MS/MS MRM method using the QqQ was found to be more
sensitive than the LC-MS method developed on the QIT for AN analysis. The EU IP
system was used as a guideline to strengthen the LC-MS/MS method by monitoring at
least two transitions, which corresponds to 4 IPs, for the analysis. Further confirmation
of AN is achieved by monitoring the ratio of four transitions including the structurally
significant transition 166/43, which is associated with the side-chain fragmentation of
AN. Previously developed LC-MS/MS methods for AN monitored only one transition,
which gives the methods 2.5 EU IPs, which is below the minimum [81,88-89]. Both the
QIT and the QqTOF would obtain a higher number of IPs in comparison to the QqQ,
however, the QqQ instrument is more appropriate for routine monitoring and provides
excellent detection limits.
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3.5

Experimental

3.5.1

Chemicals

NBD-F (Aldrich, Gillingham, UK), anatoxin-a hydrochloride (A-227; log 8 = 4.10,
Calbiochem-Novabiochem,

Nottingham,

UK),

Phe

and

1-methyl-3-nitro-1-

nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) were purchased. Water,
acetonitrile and methanol were of HPLC grade (Labscan, Dublin, Ireland) and
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was LC-spectrograde (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK).

3.5.2

Sample preparation

3.5.2.1 Extraction of water samples
Using a procedure based on that developed by Harada et al., [70], water samples were
filtered (10 mL) and adjusted to pH 7 before SPE. The sample was reconstituted in
acetonitrile (200-1000 pL) prior to analysis.

3.5.2.2 Extraction of cyanobacteria
The cyanobacterial material was lyophilised and an aliquot (100 mg) of the residue was
extracted by stirring with methanol (10 mL) containing hydrochloric acid (1 M, 100 pL)
for 1 hour. The solution was centrifuged at 3000

for 10 min and the supernatant was

collected. The pellet was re-extracted with methanol twice and the combined extracts
were evaporated at 40 °C under nitrogen (TurboVap TV, Zymark, Warrington, UK).

3.5.2.3 Extraction of dog stomach sample
Sample material was homogenised and a sub-sample (10 g) was extracted by stirring
with methanol containing hydrochloric acid (1 M, 100 pL) for 1 hour. The solution was
centrifuged at 3000 ^ for 10 min and the supernatant was collected. The pellet was re
extracted with methanol twice and the combined extracts were evaporated at 40
under nitrogen (TurboVap LV, Zymark, Warrington, UK).
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3.5.2.4 SPE method
The residue was reconstituted with water and adjusted to pH 7 prior to solid-phase
extraction (SPE) using a weak cation-exchange (WCX) cartridge (3 mL, Supelco, Poole,
UK). The SPE cartridge was conditioned with methanol (6 mL) and water (6 mL). The
sample was transferred to the cartridge and washed with methanol-water (1:1, 3 mL)
and air-dried. The anatoxins were eluted using methanol containing 0.2% TEA (10 mL)
and the solvent was removed at 40 ®C, under nitrogen. The sample was reconstituted in
acetonitrile (200-1000 pL) prior to analysis [57].

3.5.3

Fluorimetric Liquid Chromatography

Standards of AN and Phe were derivatised with NBD-F according to the procedure of
James et al. [68]. Standards were reconstituted with sodium borate (O.IM, 100 pL) in an
amber vial. NBD-F in ACN (1 mg/mL, 50 pL) was added and the mixture was allowed
to stand (10 min) in the dark, at room temperature. HCl (IM, 50 pL) was added to
terminate the reaction. Fig. 3.8 shows the reaction of NBD-F with AN to produce NBDAN. The LC system consisted of a pump, (LC-IOAD), column oven (CTO-lOA) and an
RF-551 fluorescence detector (Shimadzu, Duisberg, Germany). The analytical LC
column was Ultramex Cig (5 pm, 250 x 3.2 mm, Phenomenex, Macclesfield), used with
the recommended pre-column and operated at 35 ‘’C. The mobile phase was
acetonitrile/water (45:55); the flow rate was 0.5 mL/min; fluorimetric detection (A.ex =
470 nm, A.em

3.5.4

530 nm).

Methylation of Phenylalanine using Diazomethane

Diazomethane was prepared in situ using an MNNG diazomethane generator (SigmaAldrich). MNNG (1 mmol) was reacted with sodium hydroxide (5N, 0.6 mL) and the
diazomethane was collected in ether. The diazomethane solution (200 pL) was added to
separate solutions of Phe and AN and to a mixture of the two compounds (100 ng/200
pL acetonitrile) and allowed to stand for 10 min. Hydrochloric acid (100 pL) was added
to quench the reaction, solvents were evaporated and the residues were reconstituted in
acetonitrile (100 pL).
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3.5.5

QqTOF MS

A QqTOF MS (Qstar, Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK), with a (ES023C,
Proxeon, Denmark) nanoESI, was used to produce CID spectra of AN and Phe, in
positive mode and of Phe in negative ion mode. Standards (1-5 pg/mL) were prepared
in acetonitrile and 5-10 pL was loaded into a nanospray capillary (Long NanoES spray
capillary, ES381, Proxeon, Denmark) using a 0.5-10 pL eppendorf GELoader tip and a
TOMY PMC-060 Capsulefuge to remove air bubbles. While scanning in the range, m/z
30-400, the voltages applied during acquisition were as follows: ionspray voltage (IS) =
900 V, declustering potential (DP) = 30 V, focusing potential (FP) = 300 V,
declustering potential-2 (DP2) = 15 V, collision gas (CAD) = 2 (arbitrary units).
Collision energies of 25-35 V were used during acquisitions. The scan time was 1 s, and
the total accumulation time for each spectra was in the range, 10-30 min.

3.5.6

LC-QIT MS

The LC system was a Waters 2690 Alliance (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA),
which included an auto sampler that maintained samples at 4 ®C. This was linked to a
Finnigan MAT LCQ Classic ion-trap mass spectrometer (ThermoElectron, San Jose,
CA, USA) using Xcalibur software. Isocratic chromatography was performed using
acetonitrile-water (15:85) containing 0.05% TFA, at a flow rate of 400 pL/min. The
analytical column (Luna-2 Cig, 250 x 4.6 mm, 5 pm, Phenomenex, Macclesfield, UK)
was operated at 35 ^C.
Instrument settings and procedures for MS" experiments were as reported previously
[123]. MS analysis was performed at atmospheric pressure using an ESI source and data
were acquired in positive mode. The mass spectrometer was tuned using a standard
solution (AN, 10 pg/mL), infused at 3 pL/min while the [M+H]^ ion at m/z 166 was
monitored. The optimised instrument settings are outlined in Table: 3.5. Multiple
tandem MS produced collision-induced dissociation (CID) spectra were obtained by
trapping the [M+H]^ ion at m/z 166 for AN and Phe. Fragmentation experiments were
performed on the product ions to obtain characteristic spectra for each toxin. The massacquire window width for ion trapping was 3 amu. Relative collision energies (% RCE)
were optimised for each compound and were in the range, 24-32%. Calibrations were
performed using AN standards spiked into lakewater containing Phe.
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Table: 3.5 Optimised QIT instrument settings for AN analysis

ESI SOURCE
Sheath Gas Flow Rate
Auxiliary Gas Flow Rate
Spray Voltage (kV)
Capillary Temperature (°C)
Capillary Voltage (V)
Tube Lens Offset (V)

3.5.7

ION OPTICS
80.00
20.00
6.00
200.00
3.00
15.00

Multipole 1 Offset
Lens Voltage
_2Q qq
Multipole 2 Offset
^
Multipole RF Amplitude
400.00

LC-QqQ MS

LC-MS analysis was performed using an API 3000 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer
(Applied Biosystems) with a turbo assisted ionspray source interfaced with a HP 1100
series liquid chromatograph (Agilient, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and controlled with
Analyst 1.3 software. The autosampler temperature was set at 4 °C. Isocratic
chromatography was carried out using acetonitrile/water (15:85) containing 0.05% TFA
at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. The analytical column (Luna C-18, 250 x 4.6 mm, 5|Lim;
Phenomenex, Macclesfield, UK) was operated at 35 °C. The mass spectrometer was
operated in positive mode using a Turbo assisted electrospray source set to 450 °C. The
instrument was tuned using an AN standard solution (1 pg/mL). The optimised
instrument settings are outlined in Table: 3.6. Ion suppression was investigated by
chromatography of toxin free water and algae extracts whilst continuously infusing an
AN standard solution (1 pg/mL) at a flow rate of 50 pL/min. Calibrations were
performed using standard AN solutions in ACN. Other anatoxins were quantified based
on relative peak areas to AN.

Table 3.6 Optimised instrument settings for QqQ.

Optimised instrument settings
Ionspray voltage (IS) 5000 Declustering potential (DP) 40
Nebuliser gas (NEB)
300
10 Focusing potential (FP)
Curtain gas (CUR)
12 Entrance potential (EP)
10
Collision gas (CAD)
15
5 Cell exit potential (CXP)
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Abbreviations

Acetylcholine
ACh
Anatoxin-a
AN
Atmospheric pressure ionisation
API
Chemical ionisation
Cl
Collision-induced dissociation
CID
Desorption chemical ionisation
DCI
Electron capture detection
ECD
Electrospray ionisation
ESI
Fluorenyl
methylchloroformate
FMOC
Gas chromatography
GC
Hydrophilic interaction chromatography
HILIC
Homoanatoxin-a
HMAN
High performance thin layer chromatography
HPTLC
Liquid chromatography
LC
Liquid-chromatography fluorescent detection
LC-FLD
Liquid-chromatography mass spectrometry
LC-MS
LC-MS/MS Liquid-chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
Liquid-chromatography multiple tandem mass spectrometry
LC-MSn
Liquid-chromatography ultraviolet detection
LC-UV
LLE
Liquid liquid extraction
LOAEL
Lowest-observable-adverse-effect level
LPS
Lipopo lysaccharides
1 -methy 1-3-nitro-1 -nitrosguanidine
MNNG
MRIVl
Multiple reaction monitoring
4-fluoro-7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazole
NBD-F
NOAEL
No-observable-adverse-effect level
3-;c-perazinobenzotri fluoride
PBTF
PFPA
Pentafluoropropanoic acid
Phenylalanine
Phe
QIT
Quadrupole ion-trap
Triple quadrupole
QqQ
Quadrupole time-of-flight
QqTOF
RCE
Relative collision energy
S/N
Signal to noise
SPE
Solid-phase extraction
Solid-phase microextraction
SPME
SRM
Selected reaction monitoring
TDI
Tolerable daily intake
TFA
Trifluoroacetic acid
TKE
Transational kinetic energy
Thermospray
TSP
VFDF
Very Fast Death Factor
WCX
Weak cation-exchange
Extracted ion chromatogram
XIC
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